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“No one knows the law that determines the sex of a creature – whether it 

depends upon the seed or if the balance scale wavers and then dips to one side 

or the other somewhat later; and we have nothing definitive to say on that score, 

which should not be all that surprising, since even the wise men of Babel and On 

could provide no information about it, not even in private. But there is no 

arguing with the feeling that Amenhotep's fathering of daughters exclusively was 

not a matter of pure chance but somehow characteristic of this appealing ruler.” 

 

(Thomas Mann: Joseph and his brothers) 
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1. Introduction and theoretical background 

 

1.1. The phenomenon of sex ratio adjustment 

It has been revealed in a number of species that the sex ratio of the offspring is not random, 

instead it is related to parental quality and environmental conditions. These patterns should be 

adaptive, if the sex with the higher fitness potential is overproduced. This phenomenon is 

called sex ratio adjustment (or sex ratio manipulation), and it can evolve if the following 

conditions are met. 1) Fitness benefit from male and female offspring varies with parental 

quality and environmental conditions in a predictable and sex-dependent way. 2) The costs 

and benefits associated with the adjustment have a positive pay-off. As the predictability of 

and the difference in the fitness potential of male and female offspring increases, the selection 

for and the degree of sex ratio adjustment is also expected to increase (Oddie 1998, West and 

Sheldon 2002). Note that the pay-off of sex ratio adjustment depends on the underlying 

mechanism, thus more precise and less costly mechanisms are more likely to evolve, and they 

are expected to result in more biased offspring sex ratios. 

The exact mechanism of sex ratio adjustment has been undetermined so far. 

Nonetheless, in birds, females should have more opportunity to adaptively bias the sex ratio 

of the offspring (Krackow 1995) for the following reasons: 1) In birds, female is the 

heterogametic sex (i.e. females possess two different (ZW), while males possess two similar 

(ZZ) sex chromosomes), and the sex of the offspring is determined just before ovulation 

during the first meiotic division. 2) Fertilisation and egg formation also take place inside the 

female’s body. Adjustment of sex ratio at these early stages leads to biased “primary sex 

ratio” (i.e. biased sex ratio at egg laying). Among the mechanisms suggested for the 

adjustment of the primary sex ratio, the one with the highest pay-off is likely to be the control 

of chromosome segregation during the first meiotic division, called segregation distortion 

(Pike and Petrie 2003). This mechanism would result in the non-random allocation of the Z 

and W sex chromosomes into the ovum, and unlike other suggested mechanisms, such as the 

sex-selective resorption or ovulation of the follicles (Pike and Petrie 2003), it would not result 

in wasting time and energy. The mechanism of segregation distortion has indirect support by 

the facts that formation of proteins responsible for the movements of the chromosomes are 

influenced by steroid hormones (Rutkowska and Badyaev, 2008), the levels of the latter are 

responsive to parental quality and environmental conditions (Groothuis et al. 2005), and 
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showed to be correlated with biased offspring sex ratios (Veiga et al. 2004, Pike and Petrie 

2006). When sex ratio of the offspring is altered after egg laying, the term “secondary sex 

ratio adjustment” is used. In the adjustment of the secondary sex ratio, fathers may also be 

involved (e.g. via sex-specific paternal provisioning). However, the adaptive value of 

secondary sex ratio adjustment is questionable, since it is achieved by differential mortality of 

the sexes, instead of differential production of the sexes, which may be beneficial under 

extreme conditions only (Clutton-Brock 1991). 

After molecular sex determination techniques had been developed (Griffiths et al. 

1998, Fridolfsson and Ellegren 1999), the determination of the sex of the offspring at early 

stages and thus the examination of primary offspring sex ratios became possible. The number 

of studies has been steadily and rapidly growing since then. Today, there is evidence for 

primary sex ratio adjustment in species from half of the avian orders (Pike and Petrie 2003), 

which suggests that the phenomenon is quite widespread in birds. 

 

1.2. Adaptive hypotheses of sex ratio adjustment 

Early theories on offspring sex ratios argued that the 0.5 sex ratio (i.e. the proportion of males 

in the population is 0.5), which is often observed in animal populations, is the result of 

frequency-dependent selection (Düsing 1884). In sexually reproducing populations, all the 

males taken together have exactly the same number of offspring as all the females taken 

together. Therefore, when one sex becomes less abundant it will have on average a greater 

number of offspring than the sex in majority. Consequently, it should be adaptive to produce 

the rare sex because this way parents can maximise their fitness. Such frequency-dependent 

sex ratio adjustment should indeed lead to a population sex ratio of 0.5, when the costs 

associated with the two sexes are equal. However, in many species (e.g. in sexually size 

dimorphic species), the costs of producing or rearing male and female offspring differ. In 

these species, producing the more costly sex at a population sex ratio of 0.5 causes net fitness 

loss because, despite the larger investment, the same fitness benefit is achieved as by 

producing the less costly sex. When less offspring of the more costly sex is produced 

accordingly, its frequency in the population declines, hence its fitness potential increases. 

Finally, as a result of frequency-dependent sex ratio adjustment, the proportion of the sexes in 

the population will be the inverse of the proportion of the production and rearing costs of the 
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sexes. In other words, parents, on average, invest the same amount of energy into male and 

female offspring (Fisher 1930). 

The theory of Düsing (1884) and Fisher (1930) does not take into account the 

individual variation in offspring sex ratio. However, such variation may be adaptive, because 

of individual variation in factors that may influence offspring fitness in a sex-dependent way. 

Trivers and Willard (1973) were the first who gave prediction for individual offspring sex 

ratios. Their influential hypothesis was developed for polygynous mating systems, and it has 

the following assumptions: 1) The body condition of the offspring is correlated with the body 

condition of the mother. 2) The body condition of the offspring predicts their future 

reproductive success. 3) Body condition has a greater effect on the reproductive success of 

males, thus maternal body condition has a greater effect on the future reproductive success of 

male offspring. The latter is a consequence of polygyny, since males in superior body 

condition are favoured both in male-male competition and during mate choice resulting in a 

skewed genetic contribution to the next generation. It means that male reproductive success is 

highly variable, whereas female reproductive success is less variable. If the above 

assumptions are met, it is predicted that mothers in better body condition overproduce sons, 

whereas mothers in poorer body condition overproduce daughters to maximise their net 

fitness pay-off. This prediction not only holds for polygynous species, but also for many 

socially monogamous species. Namely, in most bird species, extra-pair copulations (Westneat 

and Stewart 2003), thus the reproductive success of males may vary more than that of 

females. 

The logic of the “Trivers–Willard-Hypothesis” (Trivers and Willard 1973) can be 

extended to any parental or environmental attribute that have sex-dependent relationship with 

offspring reproductive success. Parents of good quality or in better breeding environment 

should overproduce the sex that has a more variable reproductive success along the attribute 

of the parents or the breeding environment, whereas parents of poor quality or in a poorer 

environment should overproduce the sex that has a less variable reproductive success along 

the given attribute. Such attributes include maternal age, maternal mating status (i.e. primary 

or secondary female), paternal attractiveness (e.g. plumage colouration, song properties), 

parental social rank and parental genetic quality (manifested e.g. in body size or immune 

capacity), food availability, and also timing of breeding. Note that the listed attributes are 

often not independent from each other making it hard to determine their relative importance in 

sex ratio adjustment. 
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Paternal attractiveness got particular attention and gave the basis for the “Mate 

Attractiveness Hypothesis” (Burley 1981, 1986), which has the following theoretical 

background: 1) Traits that determine sexual attractiveness of males are heritable. 2) Females 

prefer the attractive males during mate choice. 3) Attractiveness thus influences the 

reproductive success of males more than that of females. Consequently, it is predicted that 

females mated to more attractive males overproduce sons, whereas females mated to less 

attractive males overproduce daughters. 

The “Trivers–Willard-Hypothesis” (Trivers and Willard 1973) and the other 

hypotheses applying its logic are based on sex differences in the future reproductive success 

of the offspring. However, the net fitness pay-off through male and female offspring may be 

also influenced by the sex-dependent survival of the offspring. Therefore, under unfavourable 

conditions, it may be beneficial for the mothers to overproduce the less sensitive sex, when 

sensitivity to the rearing environment differs between male and female offspring (Råberg et 

al. 2005). Another aspect that should not be overlooked is that birds usually breed multiple 

times during their lifetime, making the trade-off between the current and the future 

reproductive event an additional factor that may influence the adjustment of brood sex ratio. 

This is because producing or rearing male and female offspring may impose different costs on 

the parents. Whenever there is a difference in the requirements of male and female offspring, 

mothers in poorer body condition may overproduce the less demanding sex to ensure their 

own survival and future breeding (Cockburn et al. 2002). Note that the more sensitive and the 

more costly sex are often the same so the two scenarios often predict the same brood sex ratio 

pattern, albeit the selective forces are different. 

In some bird species, the net fitness benefit through male and female offspring is 

influenced not only by sex-dependent reproductive success and survival, but also by sex-

dependent difference in site fidelity (i.e. offspring of the philopatric sex remain on the natal 

territory, while offspring of the dispersing sex leave and breed further away). The “Local 

Resource Competition Hypothesis” (Clark 1978) predicts that in case of competition for 

limited resources between family members, mothers overproduce the dispersing sex to 

maximise their fitness. The other side of the coin is described by the “Local Resource 

Enhancement Hypothesis” (Gowaty and Lennartz 1985). The latter hypothesis can be applied 

to cooperative breeders, where offspring of the philopatric sex help their parents in rearing the 

subsequent broods. Accordingly, the “Local Resource Enhancement Hypothesis” predicts that 

as long as the presence of the helpers provides fitness advantage for the parents, mothers 

overproduce the philopatric sex. 
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1.3. Research aims 

Though each adaptive hypothesis is supported by a number of studies, there are unresolved 

problems concerning sex ratio adjustment (Szász et al. 2012): 1) We are lacking of the 

knowledge of the precise mechanism of sex ratio adjustment. 2) Several studies have not 

found any relationship between the examined factors and offspring sex ratio or found a 

relationship, which contradicted the predictions. 3) Results often differ between populations 

of the same species or between study years of the same population. 

The reasons behind the two latter emphasised problems overlap: 1) Considering the 

complex physiology and life-history of birds, it is expected that a number of factors are 

involved in sex ratio adjustment, which act simultaneously and sometimes antagonistically, 

and thus may cancel each other’s effect. 2) There could be factors, which have been 

overlooked so far, but influence our predictions about sex ratio adjustment. 3) Sex ratio 

adjustment is often studied without information on whether the examined parental or 

environmental factors have a sex-dependent effect on reproductive success or survival in the 

given study population, though this would be a prerequisite for sex ratio adjustment. 4) It is 

also rarely investigated before sex ratio adjustment is studied, whether offspring show sex-

dependent sensitivity to the rearing environment or impose sex-dependent costs on the 

parents. 5) The fitness pay-off of sex ratio adjustment may significantly vary with ecological 

or social conditions, and thus the sex ratio patterns are expected to differ between years and 

populations. 

The aim of my research was to resolve some of the listed problems, and it has three 

main parts: 1) We aimed to explore whether a behavioural attribute could play a role in sex 

ratio adjustment. Specifically, we asked whether territorial aggression of male collared 

flycatchers (Ficedula albicollis) predicts the brood sex ratio that is produced later by their 

breeding partner. Parental behaviour has not been considered yet as a predictor of sex ratio 

adjustment, and aggressive behaviour is a likely candidate because it has a fundamental role 

in the distribution of limited resources such as food, sexual partner and space, and thereby 

influences survival or future reproductive success of the offspring. Since we did find 

territorial aggression and brood sex ratio to be correlated to each other, in the followings, we 

aimed to explore the adaptive value of the pattern in our study population. We aimed to find 

out whether sex-dependent sensitivity or sex-dependent reproductive success of the offspring 

give the basis for the sex ratio adjustment we found. To do so, we explored whether the sex-

dependent environmental sensitivity of collared flycatchers endures in the long-term. 
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Specifically, we asked whether the quality of the rearing environment have different 

consequences for the lifetime reproductive success of male and female collared flycatchers. 

Then, we asked whether territorial aggression of male collared flycatchers predicts their 

nestling provisioning activity that is the rearing environment they provide. Lastly, we asked 

whether territorial aggression of male collared flycatchers is related to their reproductive 

success. 2) We aimed to find factors varying among species and populations that could 

explain the heterogeneity of results concerning sex ratio adjustment, specifically the 

relationship between mate attractiveness and brood sex ratio. The “Mate Attractiveness 

Hypothesis” (Burley 1981, 1986) is one of the most-studied hypotheses of sex ratio 

adjustment among birds, and the majority of the studies were conducted in passerine species. 

Therefore, we asked whether the information content of the male traits and the frequency of 

extra-pair copulations could explain the heterogeneity of results in passerines. 3) There has 

been not much development regarding the mechanism of sex ratio adjustment since the so far 

proposed mechanisms have been reviewed (Pike and Petrie 2003), but recently, a novel idea 

has been published, and we aimed to give a critical analysis of its adaptive value by exploring 

its physiological and fitness costs. 
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2. Within-species studies 

 

2.1. Research backgrounds and methods 

 

2.1.1. Study site and study species 

All the field data used in this section were collected in a nestbox-breeding population of the 

collared flycatcher in the Pilis-Visegrádi Mountains, Hungary (47°43′ N, 19°01′ E). The study 

site is situated in a protected, middle-aged forest dominated by Turkey oak (Quercus cerris) 

and sessile oak (Quercus petraea) in the Duna-Ipoly National Park, and consists of ca. 800 

nestboxes mainly occupied by collared flycatchers. 

The collared flycatcher is a small, migratory, insectivorous, sexually dichromatic, 

primarily monogamous, hole-nesting passerine that breeds in deciduous forests in Europe. 

Males arrive to the breeding site from the middle of April, and immediately start to occupy a 

nestbox, and defend it and its few metres surroundings. Females arrive a bit later, and start to 

search for a mate (Cramp and Perrins 1993). Females usually lay one clutch per breeding 

season (except for replacement clutches) containing on average 5-7 eggs (with a range of 3-9 

eggs) that hatch approximately 12 days after clutch completion. The female parent incubates 

the eggs alone, while being fed and guarded by its breeding partner (Kötél et al. 2016). 

Nestlings remain in the nest for 14-16 days and being provisioned by both of their parents. 

Natal and breeding dispersal of collared flycatchers are low, especially of males (Pärt and 

Gustafsson 1989, Pärt 1990, 1994). Offspring return to breed to our study site in their first or 

second year with a similar probability (Herényi et al. 2012, results here). Collared flycatchers 

usually breed in one or two years, but their reproductive lifespan can be seven or eight years 

or exceptionally, even longer (Sendecka 2007, Herényi et al. 2012, results here). Though they 

are primarily monogamous, extra-pair copulations are frequent (extra-pair young were found 

in 56% of the broods and 21% of the young was extra-pair; Rosivall et al. 2009), and 

polygyny also regularly occurs (at least 5-6% of the males; Garamszegi et al. 2004, Herényi et 

al. 2012). Males possess two conspicuous, white ornaments, the forehead and wing patches, 

while females only express wing patch (rarely forehead patch as well, but it is much smaller 

and less contoured than that of the males). In both sexes, the size of the wing patch is 

condition-dependent (Török et al. 2003, Hegyi et al. 2007a), and it seems to have both intra- 

and intersexual role (Garamszegi et al. 2006, Hegyi et al. 2007a, 2008a, 2008b, 2010). The 
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size of the forehead patch is less condition-dependent (Hegyi et al. 2007b), but it has been 

shown to be related to certain aspects of individual quality (Garamszegi et al. 2004, Hegyi et 

al. 2011). 

 

2.1.2. Territorial aggression and sex ratio adjustment 

(Paper: Szász et al. 2014. Naturwissenschaften.) 

Background 

Recent results on behavioural traits suggest that these could be as important drivers of brood 

sex ratio adjustment as morphological traits for the following reasons: 1) Behavioural traits 

show among-individual variation within the same sex and age category, and this variation is 

consistent across time and contexts (Réale et al. 2007, Bell et al. 2009). 2) Selection 

experiments have demonstrated that this variation has a partly genetic background (van Oers 

et al. 2005, Fidler et al. 2007). 3) Behavioural traits may have sex-dependent effects on fitness 

(Dingemanse et al. 2004, Dunn et al. 2011). 4) Studies indicate that females may use 

behavioural traits during mate choice (Otter and Ratcliffe 1996, Ophir and Galef 2003, Ophir 

et al. 2005, Kunc et al. 2006). 5) Studies also indicate that individual-specific behaviours may 

be correlated with parental investment (Duckworth 2006, Mutzel et al. 2013, David et al. 

2015, Wetzel 2017). Therefore, it is expected that the behaviour of parents influences the fate 

of the offspring in a sex-dependent way via either genetic inheritance or parental care, and 

thereby drive sex ratio adjustment. 

In our study population of collared flycatchers, males express territorial aggression in 

an individual-specific way as identity of the male significantly explained variation in 

propensity to attack a conspecific, intruder male (Garamszegi et al. 2006). Accordingly, 

aggression of the same male was found to be repeatable during a breeding season 

(Garamszegi et al. 2012, 2015). Furthermore, aggression may give comprehensive 

information about the behaviour of the males because aggression seems to be part of a 

behavioural syndrome as it was significantly correlated with risk-taking (Garamszegi et al. 

2015). Earlier results also indicated that aggression level of males may play a role in sexual 

selection because it predicted how fast they subsequently established a pair-bond (Garamszegi 

et al. 2006). In line with these results, it could be adaptive for collared flycatcher females to 

judge the males based on their territorial aggression, and adjust the sex ratio of their brood to 

the aggression of their breeding partner. 
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Data collection 

Field methods 

In every year since 2003, during the settlement and courtship period, we have conducted 

behavioural tests (measuring novelty avoidance, aggression and risk-taking) on territory 

owner males. For my thesis, the aggression test is relevant, so I focus on this behavioural test 

hereafter. The detailed description of the standardised test protocol can be found in 

Garamszegi et al. (2006). From the middle of April, we searched our nestbox plots daily for 

males arriving to the breeding site. Males that were found displaying at a particular nestbox 

(considered as their natural, chosen nest-site) were subjected to a simulated territorial 

intrusion test. We presented the resident males with a live, conspecific decoy male to 

stimulate male-male aggression. Decoy males were placed in a small, wire cage (20x15x15 

cm) so the resident males were not able to injure them. Decoy males were assumed to be 

unfamiliar with the resident males because we trapped them in non-adjacent study plots. We 

used multiple decoy males (on average 6 decoy males (with a range of 3-16 decoy males) per 

year) randomly across tests noting the identity (i.e. the ring number) of the decoy at each test. 

To quantify the aggression of the resident males, after exposing the decoy male, we 

immediately retreated to a hiding position in a distance (ca. 20-30 m), and then assessed the 

latency of the first attack through binoculars. The latency of the first attack was defined as the 

time elapsed between the detection of the decoy by the resident male and the first intention to 

attack the decoy. Resident males were considered to detect the decoy when they re-appeared 

on their territory, which was defined as the few metres surroundings of their nestbox. (Males 

usually land on the top of their nestbox or on the trunk or a branch of the tree of their nestbox, 

and rarely on the entrance hole of their nestbox or immediately on the cage of the decoy.) 

Resident males were considered to show intention to attack when they touched the cage of the 

decoy for more than one second and showed clear signs of fighting propensity (such as 

ruffling plumage, flicking wings, jumping and pecking). The latency of the first attack was a 

reliable measure of aggression as it was repeatable within males during a breeding season (R 

= 0.383 (95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.088-0.616) in Garamszegi et al. 2012 and R ranged 

0.037-0.345 (CI ranged 0.001/0.032-0.218/0.631) in Garamszegi et al. 2015) and predictive of 

other variables describing the aggression of males during territorial challenge (i.e. the 

frequency and the duration of attacks; Garamszegi et al. 2006). Because of ethical and 

logistical reasons (we measured multiple behaviours in a sequence) we restricted the time 

interval of the aggression tests to the necessary minimum. Therefore, the tests lasted five 
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minutes (after the re-appearance of the resident males), which was chosen because the vast 

majority of the males responded to the stimulus (in terms of aggressive approach) within five 

minutes (Garamszegi et al. 2006). Accordingly, males that did not attack the decoy during the 

test were given a score of 301 seconds for attack latency. The exclusion of these males did not 

change the conclusions in any of the studies (see Appendices 1, 2, 4 and 5). Note that attack 

latency is an inverse measure of aggression as males that take longer time to attack are 

considered to be less aggressive and males that attack shortly are considered to be more 

aggressive. All tests were done during the morning and early afternoon hours (between 6:00 

a.m. and 2:00 p.m.). 

After the behavioural test, we caught the assayed males in their nestbox with 

traditional spring trap for ringing and measurements. We banded the birds with individually 

numbered aluminium rings on their right leg. We measured tarsus length with a calliper to the 

nearest 0.1 mm and body mass with a Pesola spring balance to the nearest 0.1 g. We also 

measured the size of the two white ornaments. To estimating wing patch size (WPS), we 

measured the length of white bars on the 4th-8th primaries with a calliper to the nearest 0.1 

mm (Török et al. 2003). Then, in the statistical analyses, WPS was the sum of these white 

bars. To estimating forehead patch size (FPS), we measured the maximum height and width 

of the patch with a calliper to the nearest 0.1 mm (Michl et al. 2002, Hegyi et al. 2002). Then, 

in the statistical analyses, FPS was the product of its maximum height and width. We assessed 

the age of the males based on the darkness of their remiges as brown indicates subadults (i.e. 

males in their first breeding season) and black indicates adults (Svensson 1992). After the 

measurements, we temporarily marked the assayed males on their abdomen individually with 

colour marker for resighting, and thereby we could ensure that multiple aggression data from 

the same male from the same year were not used in neither of the statistical analyses (the 

colour markings wore off in ca. one month). After all procedures, we released the males and 

monitored their breeding attempt. If they were found as breeders, we noted the calendar date 

of the first egg laid by their breeding partner, the final size of their clutch and the hatching and 

fledging success of their progenies. 

Molecular methods 

The sex of collared flycatcher nestlings cannot be judged based on phenotypic characteristics, 

therefore I used molecular techniques. We collected small blood sample (10-15 µl) from the 

nestlings (at the age of 9-13 days) and embryonic tissue sample from the unhatched, fertile 

eggs to be able to determine the primary sex ratio of the broods. The protocol of the molecular 
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sex determination has been validated on adults of known sex, and the detailed description of 

the method can be found in Rosivall et al. (2004). The blood and tissue samples were stored in 

absolute ethanol in a refrigerator (-20 °C) until processing. I extracted the DNA from the 

samples by the ammonium-acetate method (Nicholls et al. 2000). I amplified the CHD-W and 

CHD-Z genes using the 2550F and the 2718R primers (Fridolfsson and Ellegren 1999) and 

the Taq DNA polymerase. I screened the PCR products using gel electrophoresis (2% agarose 

gel pre-stained with ethidium bromide and detected under UV light). As in birds females are 

heterogametic and males are homogametic, females and males are determined by double and 

single bands, respectively. 

Sample size 

For this particular study, I used 27 broods of 27 different males (breeding with 27 different 

females) assayed for territorial aggression in the study years 2005 (n = 6 broods), 2007 (n = 

14 broods) and 2010 (n = 7 broods). From the 171 eggs laid in the 27 broods, 150 were sexed 

from nestling blood sample, 5 from embryonic tissue sample and 2 were unfertile. I had no 

information about 4 eggs and 10 nestlings that had disappeared before sampling. Therefore, I 

had complete information on the sex ratio for 17 broods, while incomplete information was 

available for an additional 10 broods that I also used in the statistical analyses because the 

results did not change qualitatively. 

Statistical analyses 

I analysed the data by fitting a generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) using the number of 

male offspring in the brood as the dependent variable and the total number of sexed offspring 

as the binomial denominator. Consequently, brood sex ratio referred to the proportion of male 

offspring in the brood. The explanatory variables entered in the initial model were the latency 

of the first attack (log10(x + 1)-transformed), the WPS (standardised across age categories; 

Török et al. 2003), the tarsus length and the binary age of the male (subadult or adult), the 

laying date of the first egg (as a deviation from the median clutch initiation date of the given 

year) and year. The explanatory variables were statistically independent of each other (all p > 

0.1). To account for the possible confounding effect of the stimulus male (Garamszegi et al. 

2006), the identity of the decoy male was included in the model as a random factor. I found 

that embryo mortality is not sex-biased in our study population (GLMM with brood identity 

as random factor: n = 837 progenies, F(1, 823) = 0.190, p = 0.664). Moreover, the proportion of 

sampled progenies in the brood was independent from all the explanatory variables 
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considered in the analyses of brood sex ratios (all p > 0.1). Therefore, the analysed brood sex 

ratios can be regarded as primary brood sex ratios. 

The analyses were performed in SAS (version 9.1) using the GLIMMIX macro (SAS 

Institute Inc., USA, 1990). Non-significant variables were removed one by one using a 

backward stepwise elimination procedure (with a threshold of p > 0.05). Only significant 

variables were retained in the final model. Removed variables were re-entered to the final 

model one by one to test their statistical significance (Hegyi and Laczi 2015). I calculated 

Type III F-statistic value and effect size (correlation coefficient Pearson’s r obtained from the 

F-values according to Rosenthal 1994) with CI for each explanatory variable. 
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2.1.3. Fitness consequences of sex-specific sensitivity of nestlings 

(Paper: Szász et al. 2017. Behavioral Ecology.) 

Background 

In altricial birds, brood size manipulation is routinely used to mimic different rearing 

environments for the offspring. Experimentally enlarged broods have been shown to be 

unfavourable for the offspring in a wide range of species, including the collared flycatcher 

(Pettifor 1993, Merilä 1997, Blondel et al. 1998, Fargallo and Merino 1999, Rytkönen and 

Orell 2001, Doligez et al 2002, Horak 2003, Török et al. 2004, Råberg et al. 2005, Dubiec et 

al. 2006, Bonisoli-Alquati et al. 2008, Gil et al. 2008, Rosivall et al. 2010, Voillemot et al 

2012, Bowers et al. 2015). 

In our study population of collared flycatchers, an earlier brood size manipulation 

experiment detected sex-dependent effects of the brood size manipulation on the growth 

trajectories of the offspring (Rosivall et al. 2010). Male nestlings grew faster in reduced 

broods, while they tended to grow slower in enlarged broods than female nestlings suggesting 

that males have a greater growth potential but are more sensitive to rearing conditions 

(Rosivall et al. 2010). At fledging, the sex-dependent effects of the manipulation were no 

longer apparent in morphology (Rosivall et al. 2010). However, different developmental 

trajectories, even if they result in the same fledging phenotype, may have different effects on 

fitness (Metcalfe and Monaghan 2001, Monaghan 2008). 

Data collection 

Field methods 

To mimic differential rearing conditions, Rosivall et al. carried out a brood size manipulation 

experiment in 2004, where reduced broods represented favourable and enlarged broods 

represented unfavourable rearing conditions (Rosivall et al. 2009, Szöllősi et al. 2009). On the 

second day after hatching, 25 pairs of broods were cross-fostered that were matched for 

hatching date and original brood size. Four nestlings were moved from brood A to brood B 

and two nestlings from brood B to brood A. The procedure resulted in reduced (-2 nestlings) 

and enlarged (+2 nestlings) broods with an approximately equal number of own and foster 

nestlings. The experiment was carried out in a short period (hatching date was between 17 and 

25 May) to avoid possible seasonal effects. Each nestling was marked individually on the day 

of swapping by clipping tufts of down from their head and back, and on day 8 they were 
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banded with individually numbered aluminium rings. On day 10-12, small blood sample was 

collected from each nestling for molecular sex determination and paternity analysis. 

To assess the fitness of the individuals fledged from the size-manipulated broods, ever 

since the experiment, the arriving and breeding birds were systematically inspected in every 

year. Therefore, reliable recapture data on the experimental individuals were available. The 

last relevant recapture was in 2009. The recruiting birds were recaptured in their nestboxes 

with spring traps during the courtship or the nestling feeding period. For the breeding 

individuals, data on clutch initiation date, clutch size, hatching and fledging success were 

collected in each year of recapture. 

Molecular methods 

The sex of the nestlings was determined as descried above in 2.1.2. The paternity of the 

nestlings was assessed using the FhU2, the FhU3, the FhU4 and the PdOµ5 fluorescently 

labelled primers (Ellegren 1992, Primmer et al. 1996, Griffith et al. 1999) and the Taq DNA 

polymerase. PCR products were screened using gel electrophoresis (6% polyacrylamide 

visualised with FlourImager). Nestlings were determined as extra-pair young if they showed 

genotype mismatch with their putative (i.e. social) father. The combined exclusion probability 

of the four microsatellite loci was 0.988 (Rosivall et al. 2009). The detailed description of the 

paternity analysis can be found in Rosivall et al. (2009) and Szöllősi et al. (2009). The sex 

ratio and the proportion of extra-pair young did not differ between reduced and enlarged 

broods (F(1, 41) = 0.060, p = 0.803 and F(1, 261) = 1.711, p = 0.192, respectively). 

Sample size 

I had 22 reduced and 21 enlarged broods (with 98 and 171 nestlings, respectively) for the 

statistical analyses because from the 50 experimental broods, I had to omit 5 broods that were 

predated and 2 broods that were attended by the female parent exclusively. In addition, I had 

to exclude 6 nestlings, for which paternity was missing because they were reared in biparental 

broods but were originated from broods where the male parent could not be captured. 

Statistical analyses 

I examined the fitness consequences of the experiment by analysing the local survival and the 

reproductive performance both in the first year of breeding (when the largest effect of the 

experiment is expected) and over the entire local lifetime of the individuals fledged from the 

size-manipulated broods. Accordingly, I built statistical model for five different response 
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variables: 1) I investigated whether the brood size manipulation affected the recapture 

probability of the individuals (used as a binary response variable, i.e. recaptured at least once 

or not recaptured). In returned individuals that fledged from the size-manipulated broods and 

bred at least once, I investigated whether the brood size manipulation affected 2) the age at 

first breeding (used as a binary response variable, i.e. subadult or older (in order to balance 

the sample sizes in the age categories we handled the birds that bred first as 2-5 years old 

together), 3) the date of the first breeding (I used the laying date of the first egg relative to the 

median clutch intitiation date of the given year as a continuous response variable), 4) the size 

of the first clutch (used as a continuous response variable) and 5) the lifetime number of eggs 

(used as a quasi-poisson response variable as the model was over-dispersed (dispersion 

parameter = 4.211)). In the last two points (4 and 5), I focused on the number of eggs rather 

than the number of fledglings. This is because the number of eggs at clutch completion was 

precisely known for all reproductive events of all breeding recruits, while the number of 

fledglings could not be reliably estimated (and thereby, would introduce error in the analyses) 

in several cases for two reasons. First, predation was unusually high in the study years (2005-

2009), when the focal recruits bred, and some of their broods suffered complete or partial 

predation after clutch completion. Second, some of the broods of the focal recruits were 

subject to cross-fostering experiment. Nonetheless, the number of eggs strongly predicted the 

number of fledglings in the respective study years (F(1, 571) = 147.453, p < 0.001). 

The explanatory variables were manipulation (reduced or enlarged brood), sex and the 

two-way interaction of sex and manipulation (because I priori expected sex differences based 

on the short-term results). In all analyses, I controlled for paternity by classifying the 

offspring as within-pair young from pure-paternity broods (pWPY), within-pair young from 

mixed-paternity broods (mWPY) and extra-pair young (EPY). Original and foster brood 

identity were entered as random effects in each of the statistical models both separately and 

simultaneously (using the ‘lmer’ and the ‘glmer’ functions of the ‘lme4’ package, Bates et al. 

2015), and then log-likelihood ratio tests (LRT) were applied to compare the fit of the linear 

and linear mixed models (Bolker et al. 2009). In none of the models did the inclusion of either 

original or foster brood identity as random effect improve model fit. Therefore, I used the 

linear models without random effects for the sake of simplicity. 

I performed all analyses in R statistical environment (version 3.1.1., R Core Team 

2014). In case of continuous response variables, I ran general linear models (GLM) using the 

‘lm’ function, and in case of binary and quasi-poisson response variables, I ran generalised 

linear models using the ‘glm’ function of the ‘lme4’ package (Bates et al. 2015). All statistical 
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models proved to be adequate as model residuals were normally distributed in case of 

continuous and poisson models. Significance of the explanatory variables was assessed with 

Type III sums of squares using the ‘Anova’ function of the ‘car’ package (Fox and Weisberg 

2011). Starting from the full models, non-significant variables were eliminated step by step 

starting with the interactions and the terms with the highest p-value (the significance threshold 

was p > 0.05). Only significant variables or those included in significant interactions were 

retained in the final models. Removed variables were re-entered to the final models one by 

one to test their statistical significance (Hegyi and Laczi 2015). If no variable was retained in 

the final model, I tested the explanatory variables in the null model one by one (except for the 

interactions, which were tested together with their constituent variables). I calculated Type III 

F-statistic value and effect size (correlation coefficient Pearson’s r obtained from the F-values 

according to Rosenthal 1994) with CI for each explanatory variable. 
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2.1.4. Territorial aggression and parental care 

(Paper: Szász et al. Under Revision. Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology.) 

Background 

In altricial birds, parental provisioning is crucial because young remain in the nest and depend 

on parental care for weeks after hatching. Recent studies suggest that fitness consequences of 

individual-specific behaviours are manifested through correlated individual differences in pre-

laying parental decisions (Cole et al. 2012, Zhao et al. 2016) and parental provisioning 

(Duckworth 2006, Mutzel et al. 2013, David et al. 2015, Wetzel 2017). Several studies also 

suggest that behavioural traits play roles in mate choice (Otter and Ratcliffe 1996, Ophir and 

Galef 2003, Ophir et al. 2005, Kunc et al. 2006), differential allocation (Gwinner and Schwabl 

2005, Grenna et al. 2014) or sex allocation (Ramsay et al. 2003, results here). According to 

these, it is possible that mate candidates are judged by behavioural performances that predict 

future parental care. 

Territorial aggression seems to be likely to provide easily accessible information about 

future parental care. This is because aggressive disputes among males are open to be 

eavesdropped by females. In the laboratory, females were willing to observe male-male 

confrontations, evaluated the outcome and used the information in mate choice (Ophir and 

Galef 2003, Ophir et al. 2005) suggesting that such a mechanism could work in the wild too. 

Additionally, evaluating territorial aggression could be beneficial for females. This is because 

territoriality and parenting are known to be conflicting activities due to the contrasting effects 

of testosterone (Wingfield et al. 1987), and testosterone profile considerably varies among 

individuals (Kempenaers et al. 2008). Indeed, if a western bluebird (Sialis mexicana) male 

defended its nest against a conspecific male more aggressively during the incubation period, it 

subsequently provisioned its breeding partner at a lower rate (Duckworth 2006). Likewise, the 

more aggressive a blue tit (Cyanistes caeruleus) male was towards a stuffed conspecific male, 

the less frequently it fed its nestlings (Mutzel et al. 2013). 

Data collection 

Territorial aggression and morphology of males was measured as descried above in 2.1.2. 

To quantify parental care, in the study years 2013-2016, I monitored all nesting 

attempts in our study site to locate the males assayed for territorial aggression. Resighting was 

done with binoculars while hiding in the vegetation either in the middle of the egg laying 

stage or shortly after hatching (when the hatchlings were 0-2 days old). In every year of this 
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study, we caught and identified approximately 40 assayed males (44, 39, 40 and 41 males in 

2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016, respectively). Usually, I were able to follow the breeding 

performance of approximately half of these males in our study site (16, 21, 25, 27 males in 

2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016, respectively). Unfortunately, a large proportion of the initiated 

breeding attempts failed and could not be studied due to complete or partial predation before 

or shortly after hatching (6, 12, 8, 9 attempts in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016, respectively). I 

found that the level of territorial aggression is independent of the probabilities of pairing and 

depredation (analysed on our long-term database covering 14 study years (2003-2016) and 

295 different males; see below in 2.2.4.). Therefore, my video recorded sample of the assayed 

males should be representative of the natural range of attack latency in our study population. 

Before the video recording, nests of the assayed males were undisturbed by trapping 

and measuring, they were only checked for hatching date and success. I video recorded the 

feeding activity of the assayed males when their nestlings were 9-11 days old. The number of 

nestlings ranged from 4 to 7 (mean ± SE: 5.7 ± 0.8). I started all records in the morning 

(between 7:26 a.m. and 9:13 a.m.) when feeding activity of birds peaks. The cameras were 

hidden in the vegetation ca. 20-30 meters from the focal nestbox. Setting up and presence of 

the camera did not seem to cause lasting stress for the parents as they always returned to feed 

their nestlings within 2-3 minutes (mean ± SE: males: 171.6 ± 139.5 seconds, females: 146.0 

± 127.7 seconds). Moreover, some parents even continued feeding while I handled the 

camera. I intended to record at least two hours of feeding (video length mean ± SE: 133 ± 21 

minutes). Unfortunately, because of intense rain, I had to interrupt two of the videos resulting 

in shorter records (68 and 92 minutes). The inclusion of these shorter videos did not change 

the results qualitatively so I used the larger dataset. After the video recording, we caught the 

parents in their nestbox with spring traps and measured their tarsus length, body mass, WPS 

and FPS in the same way as described above in 2.1.2. Collared flycatcher females cannot be 

reliably assigned to age categories based on plumage characteristics, therefore I determined 

their minimum age based on ringing history. Female parents ringed as nestlings in the 

previous year and ringed as adults in the respective year were assigned as subadults, 

otherwise, they were assigned as adults. In seven cases, I failed to resight the assayed males 

before the standard ringing and measurement procedures so their identity was only found out 

in hand and therefore, the video recording was done one or two days after the measurements 

from both parents were taken. The inclusion of these parents did not change the results 

qualitatively so I used the larger dataset. 
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All the videos were processed by me. The videos were watched at natural speed. 

Starting and ending time of all events when an individual was present were noted for the male 

and the female parent separately. Feeding events were considered to occur when the parents 

carried food item, and they either gave it in from the entrance hole or brought it into the 

nestbox. When calculating feeding variables, I subtracted the time elapsed between the start of 

the video and the first feeding event of the individual (for the male and the female parent 

separately) from the whole length of the record and calculated the number of feeding events 

without the first one to control for individual differences in risk-avoidance. In case of 

disturbances involving the occurrence of a potential predator (either a co-worker (2 cases) or a 

woodpecker (6 cases)), I also subtracted the duration of the disturbance from the video length 

and the first feeding event after the disturbance from the number of feeding events. Feeding 

rate was the corrected number of feeding events per hour and per nestling to control for 

differences in video length and brood size. I also calculated feeding predictability, which was 

the variance of time intervals between the feeding events. 

Sample size 

The nest of one assayed male was outside of our core study site experiencing very different 

phenology, and three assayed males initiated nests exceptionally late in the season when 

usually only replacement attempts occur with few (2-3) nestlings and appropriate food is 

scarce. The breeding partner of two assayed males and the nestlings of further two assayed 

males were accidentally involved in an experiment because resighting was unsuccessful. Two 

assayed males were polygynous and cared for two broods each. I did not consider these 

breeding attempts in the statistical analyses. Therefore, I used the video record of the feeding 

activity of 42 different assayed males and their breeding partners for the statistical analyses. 

Statistical analyses 

The response variable was the feeding rate of males per hour and per nestling. The focal 

explanatory variable was the log10(x + 1)-transformed and age-standardised attack latency of 

males. Age-standardisation was applied because subadult males are generally more aggressive 

during territorial challenge than adults (Garamszegi et al. 2006), which was statistically 

apparent in the years of this study (GLM with year as fixed factor: n = 160 individuals, F(1, 155) 

= 11.518, p < 0.001). I considered the following co-variates. Year and calendar date of the 

video record. The latter was used as a deviation from the yearly median calendar date of 

broods of 10 days old nestlings (the mean ± SE age of the video recorded, analysed broods 
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was 10.1 ± 0.3 days). This relative date was highly correlated with relative laying date (that is 

calendar date of the first egg, r = 0.847, p < 0.001). Binary age, tarsus length, body condition, 

WPS of each parent and FPS of the male parent were also included in the full model. Body 

condition was the residual from linear regression of body mass on tarsus length for each year 

and the sexes separately. WPS was standardised across years for the sexes separately, and in 

case of males, for subadults and adults separately. Because I was interested in whether 

courtship phenotype would predict later parental activity, in case of males, morphological 

measurements taken during courtship were considered. Finally, I also included the feeding 

rate of the female parent as an explanatory variable into the full model. There was no 

confounding multicollinearity (all variance inflation factors (VIF) < 1.636, Graham 2003, 

function “vif” of package “car”, Fox and Weisberg 2011). 

Because feeding rate was calculated per hour and per nestling, brood size was not 

considered in the model. Age of the nestlings and starting time of the video were also omitted 

because they were standard across all nests. Earlier, an effect of the WPS of the decoy male 

on the attack latency of the resident male was found (Garamszegi et al. 2006). However, in 

the years of this study, neither age-standardised decoy WPS (GLM with year and resident 

binary age as fixed factors: n = 155 individuals, F(1, 149) = 0.783, p = 0.378) nor decoy identity 

had significant effect on male territorial aggression (LRT between models containing and 

lacking decoy identity as random effect (resident binary age was a fixed effect): AIC = 

350.71, 348.71 and log-Lik = -171.36, -171.36, respectively, Chi2 ~ 0, p ~ 1). Therefore, I did 

not consider decoy morphology and identity further. 

I used R statistical environment (version 3.1.1, R Core Team 2014) and built GLM 

with Gaussian error (using the function “lm” of the package “lme4”, Bates et al. 2015). I 

applied backward stepwise elimination of non-significant terms (with a threshold of p > 0.05) 

to simplify the model. Then, co-variates were added one-by-one to the final model (Hegyi and 

Laczi 2015). 
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2.1.5. Territorial aggression and fitness 

(Paper: Szász et al. Under Review. The Science of Nature.) 

Background 

Because of its fundamental role in resource acquisition and maintenance, aggression is a 

particularly relevant behavioural trait for fitness and has either direct or indirect consequences 

for both reproductive success and survival of the individuals. Aggression could influence 

reproductive success in several ways. 

First, aggression may determine settlement patterns at the beginning of the breeding 

season. Accordingly, more aggressive males would occupy territories faster and of higher 

quality (Fretwell and Calver 1970, Robinson and Terborgh 1995, Duckworth 2006, Rosvall 

2008, 2011, Scales et al. 2013), and they defend it more efficiently from rival males 

(Yasukawa 1979). In turn, the quality of the territory may influence the probability that a male 

will be chosen as a breeding partner (Alatalo et al. 1984, 1986). Second, aggression may 

influence pairing success directly too. Females can rely on traits displayed during territorial 

aggression by eavesdropping on male-male disputes and either prefer or avoid more 

aggressive males (Otter et al. 1999, Ophir and Galef 2003, Ophir et al. 2005, Kunc et al. 

2006). It is also possible that aggression is linked to behaviours that are used specifically to 

attract females (such as singing and displaying, Garamszegi et al. 2008), by which aggression 

is indirectly involved in mate choice. Third, aggression may influence paternity gain and loss 

if it is coupled with ejaculate quality (Rojas Mora et al. 2017), mate guarding and/or 

copulation frequency (Ophir et al. 2005), and/or extra-pair activity (Spoon et al. 2007, van 

Oers et al. 2008). Lastly, aggression may influence hatching and fledging success either via 

nest-site quality, differential maternal allocation (Grenna et al. 2014, results here) or paternal 

provisioning, which can be negatively related to aggression (Duckworth 2006, Mutzel et al. 

2013). 

Aggression may also have consequences for fitness beyond the current breeding event. 

It could relate to survival directly because of the risk of injury and exposure to parasite 

infections during physical confrontations in course of territorial fights. Furthermore, 

aggression could influence survival indirectly in multiple ways. First, it may have 

physiological costs if the high testosterone levels that promote aggression interfere with 

immune responses (Folstad and Kartert 1992, Sheldon and Verhulst 1996). Second, if 

aggression enhances the acquisition of territory and/or food of superior quality and/or 

quantity, these will translate to higher survival prospects. Third, aggression may be linked to 
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other behaviours or other phenotypic traits that have an effect on survival. For example, 

exploration may correlate with aggression (Verbeek et al. 1996), but also with parasite load 

(Dunn et al. 2011). Risk-taking, which can also form a behavioural syndrome with aggression 

(Garamszegi et al. 2015), may result in higher predation probability (Sih et al. 2004). 

There is a potential trade-off regarding what level of aggression is advantageous in 

terms of fitness. This is because the same level of aggression may increase reproductive 

success, but at the same time, may decrease survival chance, or vice versa. The solution of 

that conflict may be dependent on the relative value of current and future reproduction for 

each individual (Williams 1966). If the current level of aggression is adjusted to future 

prospects at the individual level, we may find similar long-term fitness of more and less 

aggressive males, as long as the variation in overall quality (for example body size or 

lifespan) among individuals is not large. In such a case, short-term, such as seasonal, fitness 

pay-offs of aggression may change during the lifetime of the individual. For example, 

individuals may behave differently as they age. Alternatively, trade-offs could be diminished 

by a considerable among-individual variation in overall quality (van Noordwijk and de Jong 

1986). Accordingly, individuals of better quality could afford to be more aggressive, and at 

the same time, reproduce more successfully and survive better. 

Data collection 

Territorial aggression and morphology of males was measured as descried above in 2.1.2. 

To estimate the fitness of the males assayed for territorial aggression, in every year 

during 2003-2016, we systematically monitored their pairing and breeding performances. We 

collected the following data for their breeding events: calendar date of the first egg, clutch 

size, hatching and fledging success. In some cases, the latter two could be influenced by 

predation or experiments. As we attempted to ring all young before fledging and catch all 

breeding birds in our study site, from our long-term database, I also estimated the return rate 

of the males in the next year and the recruitment success of their broods (i.e. the proportion of 

their fledglings that have been recaptured as adults). 

Sample size 

I had data for 295 males with aggression score for the statistical analyses (sample size varied 

among dependent variables, see below). I had to omit the study year 2008 because only 5 

males were tested successfully in that year. When a male was tested more than once within a 

year, I always considered its first observation in the given year. When a male was tested in 
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more than one year, I selected the observation with complete information on other variables or 

randomly chose one of the complete observations, if more complete observations were 

available. Males that had already established pair-bond during the time of the test were 

excluded from the statistical analyses. 

Statistical analyses 

To assess the fitness consequences of aggression, I analysed the reproductive performance in 

the year of the behavioural assay and the probability of recapture in the following year (used 

as a proxy for survival) of the assayed males. Accordingly, I built statistical model for six 

different response variables reflecting different determinants of fitness. 1) Pairing probability 

was tested as a binary response variable and reflected whether the focal male had been found 

in social pair-bond or not after the behavioural test. The sample included all tested males (n = 

295). 2) Paring speed was tested as a continuous response variable and indicated the time (in 

days) elapsed between the date of the behavioural test (used as a proxy for the date of arrival 

as we checked our nestbox plots daily in the courtship period, and attempted to test all newly 

arriving males) and the date of the first egg laid by the social mate. The corresponding sample 

included those tested males that initiated a clutch (n = 136). 3) The probability of predation 

was tested as a binary response variable and reflected whether the clutch or brood had been 

completely or partially predated or not (n = 136 males). 4) The number of fledglings was a 

continuous response variable, for which I used males that had not been a subject to any 

experiment or predation (n = 101). 5) The probability of having at least one recruit was a 

binary response variable as males typically ended up with a single recruit if any (only 4 males 

had 2 and one male each had 3 and 4 recruits). This analysis was run for the same sample as 

the former one except that males tested in the last two years of the study (2015 and 2016) 

were disregarded as recruitment success could not be assessed for them yet (n = 64). 6) The 

probability of recapture was tested as a binary response variable. This analysis was run for all 

males except those that were tested in the last study year (2016) as this response variable 

could not be assessed for them yet (n = 260). 

In all statistical models, the focal explanatory variable was aggression. Attack 

latencies were log10(x + 1)-transformed and age-standardised (Garamszegi et al. 2006). I 

included additional co-variates in the models, which were the followings: year, date of the 

behavioural test (relative to the median test date of the given year)/date of the first egg 

(relative to the median clutch initiation date of the given year), binary age, FPS, WPS, tarsus 

length and body condition of the male. In case of survival to next year, I also included 
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breeding (whether the male bred or not in the year of the behavioural test) as an explanatory 

variable. FPS and WPS were age-standardised year by year. Body condition was the residual 

from linear regression of body mass on tarsus length for each year separately. Interactive 

effect of aggression and age was also introduced because of the distinct behaviour of subadult 

and adult males during territorial challenge (Garamszegi et al. 2006). All other age-

interactions were checked, and none of them was significant. Models with the random factor 

of decoy identity were compared to the models without random factor in case of each 

response variable, and the simpler models always performed better (i.e. had lower Akaike 

information criterion (AIC) values), therefore I present the simpler models. 

I perforemed all analyses in R statistical environment (version 3.1.1., R Core Team 

2014). I built GLMs using the “lm” function (Gaussian error) for continuous and the “glm” 

function (binomial error) for binary response variables (“lme4” package, Bates et al. 2015). I 

compared the models based on AIC values. The supported sets of models were those within a 

∆AIC ≤ 2 (Burnham and Anderson 2004). I assessed the significance of the explanatory 

variables by their averaged coefficients (with CIs) and relative importance (scale of 0-1) 

across the supported models (“MuMIn” package, Bartoń 2016). I verified the distribution of 

the considered variables and model residuals visually using the “boxplot”, the “dotchart” and 

the “hist” functions. Multicollinearity was not an issue (all VIF < 1.3, Graham et al. 2003, 

function “vif” of package “car”, Fox and Weisberg 2011). 
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2.2. Results in collared flycatchers 

 

2.2.1. Territorial aggression and sex ratio adjustment 

(Paper: Szász et al. 2014. Naturwissenschaften.) 

We found a significant positive relationship between the sex ratio of the brood and the latency 

of the first attack of the male (Figure 1a, Table 1). Given the inverse relationship between 

attack latency and aggression, the direction of the relationship indicates that the proportion of 

sons in the brood decreased with the aggression of the male parent. The brood sex ratio was 

significantly positively related to the tarsus length of the male parent (Figure 1b, Table 1) and 

significantly declined with the progress of the breeding season (Figure 1d, Table 1). There 

was a tendency for an increase in brood sex ratio with the WPS of the male parent (Figure 1c, 

Table 1), but brood sex ratio was not related to the age and the FPS of the male parent, and 

year (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Brood sex ratio in relation to the territorial aggression and morphology of the male 

parent, laying date and year in collared flycatchers (n = 27 broods). 

Variable df F P r 95% CI 

attack latency 1, 23.00 10.78 0.003 0.565 0.235−0.778 

tarsus length 1, 9.19 11.20 0.008 0.741 0.503−0.875 

laying date 1, 10.50 9.10 0.012 0.681 0.407−0.843 

wing patch size 1, 6.45 4.18 0.084 0.627 0.324−0.813 

forehead patch size 1, 15.20 0.39 0.540 0.158 -0.236−0.508 

age 1, 8.23 0.81 0.393 0.299 -0.091−0.610 

year 2, 6.00 0.07 0.934 0.151 -0.243−0.502 

 

Generalised linear mixed models with binomial error, logit link function and Satterthwaite's approximation of 

degrees of freedom. F- and p-values, as well as effect sizes (correlation coefficient Pearson’s r) with 95% 

confidence intervals are shown for each explanatory variable. Significant variables retained in the final model 

are indicated in bold. Values for non-significant variables are derived from models where these variables were 

re-entered to the final model one by one. 
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Figure 1. Brood sex ratio in relation to a) paternal attack latency, b) paternal tarsus length, c) 

paternal wing patch size (standardised for binary age) and d) clutch initiation date (relative to 

the median of the given year) in collared flycatchers. 
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2.2.2. Fitness consequences of sex-specific sensitivity of nestlings 

(Paper: Szász et al. 2017. Behavioral Ecology.) 

From the 263 offspring that had been reared in the manipulated broods, 43 were recaptured as 

adults (Table 2). The 16.35 percent recruitment rate of the manipulated broods is similar to 

the 15.47 percent recruitment rate of non-manipulated broods rearing 6-7 offspring of the 

same study year and laying date period. Thus it seems that the field procedures had no 

negative effect on recruitment rate, and our sample was representative of the population. We 

found that the brood size manipulation did not affect whether an offspring was recaptured or 

not (Table 3). Sex and paternity of the offspring were also not related to recapture probability 

(Table 3). 

From the 43 recaptured individuals fledged from the size-manipulated broods, 41 bred 

at least once (Table 2). The brood size manipulation did not affect whether an individual 

started to breed as subadult or only as adult, but there was a relationship between the 

manipulation and the within-season timing of the first breeding of the recruits (Table 3). The 

recruits from reduced broods started their clutch later than the recruits from enlarged broods 

(Figure 2). The size of the first clutch of the recruits was not affected by the brood size 

manipulation (Table 2). However, the manipulation had a significant sex-specific effect on the 

number of eggs the recruits or their social partners produced during their whole local lifetime 

(Table 3). While female recruits from enlarged and reduced broods did not lay significantly 

different numbers of eggs during their local lifetime (post hoc analysis: F(1, 16) = 2.099, p = 

0.167, r = 0.341, CI = –0.150-0.697, Figure 3a), male recruits from enlarged broods had less 

eggs than male recruits from reduced broods (post hoc analysis: F(1, 21) = 6.126, p = 0.022, r = 

0.475, CI = 0.078-0.742, Figure 3b). 

I performed post hoc analyses to reveal the pathway, through which the sex-specific 

effect of the brood size manipulation experiment on lifetime egg number was manifested. 

Specifically, I analysed the total number of years, in which a recruit was recaptured in 

response to the interaction of sex and the experiment by running GLM with quasi-poisson 

error applied to the (x–1)-transformed number of recaptures (see also in Schmoll et al. 2009 

and Sardell et al. 2011). The manipulation had a significant sex-specific effect on the number 

of recaptures (F(1, 39) = 4.756, p = 0.035, r = 0.330, CI = 0.033-0.574). When I ran GLMs in 

males and females separately, it turned out that male recruits from enlarged broods came back 

fewer times than male recruits from reduced broods (F(1, 22) = 4.822, p = 0.0389, r = 0.225, CI 

= –0.196-0.576), while the average number of recaptures of female recruits from enlarged and 
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reduced broods was similar (F(1, 17) = 0.908, p = 0.354, r = 0.424, CI = –0.037-0.736). 

Furthermore, when I analysed lifetime egg number corrected for recapture number (i.e. 

residual lifetime egg number), the interactive effect of sex and manipulation was no longer 

significant (F(1, 35) = 1.353, p = 0.253, r = 0.226, CI = –0.127-0.469). 

Paternity had a significant relationship with the size of the first clutch of the recruits 

(Table 3, Figure 4). Post hoc analyses revealed that EPY had smaller clutch at their first 

breeding than pWPY (F(1, 28) = 8.131, p = 0.008, r = 0.474, CI = 0.137-0.713), while the size 

of the first clutch did not differ between EPY and mWPY (F(1, 22) = 0.925, p = 0.347, r = 

0.201, CI = –0.220-0.559) and between mWPY and pWPY (F(1, 26) = 1.776, p = 0.194, r = 

0.253, CI = –0.133-0.572). Timing of the first breeding and the lifetime number of eggs were 

unrelated to paternity (Table 3). 

 

Table 2. The effect of brood size manipulation (-2/+2 nestlings) experienced during the 

nestling stage  and sex on recapture probability of collared flycatchers. The cells show the 

number of individuals. 

 recaptured non-recaptured  

 female male female male total 

reduced 8 7 42 39 96 

enlarged 11* 17* 71 68 167 

total 43 220 263 

 

* One of them was captured during the courtship period and eventually, did not breed. 
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Table 3. The effect of brood size manipulation (-2/+2 nestlings) experienced during the nestling stage, sex and paternity on the local survival and 

reproductive performance of collared flycatchers. 

 
explanatory variables 

  sex manipulation paternity sex*manipulation 

response variables F df p r CI F df p r CI F df p r CI F df p r CI 

recapture probability 0.743 1, 261 0.390 0.053 –0.068-0.173 0.058 1, 261 0.809 0.015 –0.106-0.136 0.660 2, 260 0.518 0.071 –0.050-0.193 0.586 1, 259 0.445 0.047 –0.074-0.167 

1st breeding: age 3.606 1, 39 0.065 0.291 –0.018-0.550 0.357 1, 39 0.554 0.095 –0.219-0.391 0.152 2, 38 0.860 0.034 –0.277-0.338 1.140 1, 37 0.293 0.169 –0.146-0.453 

1st breeding: laying 

date 
3.164 1, 38 0.083 0.277 –0.034-0.539 5.001 1, 39 0.031 0.341 0.037-0.587 2.331 2, 37 0.111 0.133 –0.182-0.423 0.564 1, 37 0.457 0.121 –0.194-0.413 

1st breeding: clutch size 0.131 1, 37 0.720 0.059 –0.253-0.360 0.202 1, 37 0.656 0.074 –0.239-0.373 3.392 2, 38 0.044 0.389 0.092-0.622 0.437 1, 35 0.513 0.108 –0.207-0.402 

lifetime number of eggs 6.651 1, 37 0.014 0.390 0.094-0.623 2.145 1, 37 0.152 0.234 –0.079-0.505 1.395 2, 35 0.261 0.103 –0.211-0.398 7.325 1, 37 0.010 0.407 0.114-0.635 

 

F- and p-values, as well as effect sizes (correlation coefficient Pearson’s r) with 95% confidence intervals are shown. Terms retained in the final model are indicated in italic, 

significant effects are indicated in bold. Values indicated for the terms removed from the model are derived from analyses, in which the given terms were re-entered to the 

final model one by one. 
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Figure 2. The effect of brood size manipulation (-2/+2 nestlings) experienced during the 

nestling stage  on the within-season timing of breeding during the first reproductive event of 

collared flycatcher recruits. Timing of breeding was expressed as the laying date of the first 

egg relative to the median of the year of recapture. Means with standard error (SE; boxes) and 

standard deviation (SD; whiskers) are shown. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The effect of brood size manipulation (-2/+2 nestlings) experienced during the 

nestling stage  on the number of eggs the collared flycatcher recruits had during their entire 

local lifetime; a: females, b: males. Means with SE (boxes) and SD (whiskers) are shown. 
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Figure 4. The effect of paternity (pWPY = within-pair young from pure-paternity broods, 

mWPY = within-pair young from mixed-paternity broods, EPY = extra-pair young) on the 

clutch size during the first reproductive event of collared flycatchers. Means with SE (boxes) 

and SD (whiskers) are shown. 
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2.2.3. Territorial aggression and parental care 

(Paper: Szász et al. Under Revision. Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology.) 

Male collared flycatchers on average performed 4.6 ± 1.3 (mean ± SE) feeding events per 

hour and per nestling, and their breeding partners on average performed the same (mean ± SE: 

4.6 ± 1.3). Feeding rates of the parents did not correlate with each other (r = 0.212, p = 0.178). 

Males on average performed feeding visits with 128.7 ± 56.4 (mean ± SE) seconds intervals, 

and their breeding partners with 124.9 ± 49.6 (mean ± SE) seconds intervals. Feeding 

predictabilities of the parents did not correlate with each other (r = 0.032, p = 0.254). Feeding 

predictability did not capture an additional aspect of feeding activity as it strongly correlated 

with feeding rate, that is parents feeding more frequently also had less variable time intervals 

between the feeding events (males: r = -0.602, p < 0.001, females: r = -0.598, p < 0.001). 

Therefore, I did not analyse feeding predictability further. 

Territorial aggression did not explain variance in male feeding rate. Furthermore, from 

the considered co-variates, only year had a significant effect on male feeding rate, while all 

the other explanatory variables turned out to be non-significant (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Feeding rate (calculated per hour and per nestling) of male collared flycatchers in 

relation to their territorial aggression and morphology, and the morphology of their breeding 

partner (n = 42 broods). 

explanatory variables effect ± SE F (df) p 

year (reference 2013)  
4.107 (3, 38) 0.013 

2014 -0.997 ± 0.712 
  

2015 0.335 ± 0.655 
  

2016 -0.880 ± 0.627 
  

date 0.029 ± 0.054 0.294 (1, 37) 0.591 

attack latency -0.169 ± 0.232 0.531 (1, 37) 0.471 

age (reference subadult) 
 

0.489 (1, 37) 0.230 

adult -0.473 ± 0.388 
  

tarsus length -0.007 ± 0.044 0.024 (1, 37) 0.876 

body condition 0.009 ± 0.029 0.101 (1, 37) 0.752 

wing patch size 3.6e-04 ± 0.003 0.016 (1, 37) 0.899 

forehead patch size -3.1e-05 ± 1.2e-04 0.066 (1, 37) 0.799 

partner age (reference subadult) 
 

0.506 (1, 37) 0.481 

adult -0.253 ± 0.356 
  

partner tarsus length -0.034 ± 0.037 0.893 (1, 37) 0.351 

partner body condition 0.008 ± 0.032 0.069 (1, 37) 0.794 

partner wing patch size -0.001 ± 0.002 0.106 (1, 37) 0.746 

partner feeding rate 0.121 ± 0.145 0.699 (1, 37) 0.409 
 

Significant effects are indicated in bold. F- and p-values are derived from the final model containing year as 

fixed effect. 
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2.2.4. Territorial aggression and fitness 

(Paper: Szász et al. Under Review. The Science of Nature.) 

The reproductive performance of males did not correlate with their level of territorial 

aggression (Table 5). Timing had a significant role in case of all but one (the probability of 

having at least one recruit) estimates of reproductive performance (Table 5). Males that arrive 

earlier had a higher chance to establish a social pair-bond (Table 5, Figure 5a). In contrast, 

among successfully paired males, the later the male arrived, the shorter the time interval 

between arrival and laying date was (Table 5, Figure 5b). Arrival date strongly and positively 

correlated with breeding date (r = 0.377, p < 0.001, n = 136), and those males fledged more 

offspring that started to breed earlier (Table 6, Figure 5c). Older males also had a higher 

chance to find a social mate, but it did not translate to further advantages in terms of pairing 

speed, number of fledglings and the probability of having a recruit (Table 5 and 6). The 

probability of predation varied between years, but it was independent from aggression and all 

the remaining explanatory variables (Table 5 and 6). 

The survival of males was not associated with their territorial aggression per se, 

however, it was significantly associated with the interaction between age and aggression 

indicating that the relationship between aggression and survival to next year was dependent 

on the age of the male (Table 6). Post hoc analyses for the separate age categories revealed 

that among subadults, the aggressive males had a higher chance to be recaptured in the next 

year (F(1, 101) = 3.980, p = 0.049, estimate = -0.777, SD = 0.412, n = 102, Figure 6), while 

among adults, the less aggressive ones survived better (F(1, 156) = 5.558, p = 0.020, estimate = 

0.466, SD = 0.200, n = 158, Figure 6). None of the other explanatory variables did relate to 

the probability of survival (Table 5 and 6). 
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Table 5. The relationship between territorial aggression and fitness indicators of male collared flycatchers when controlling for their 

morphology, year and date. 

  response variables 

  pairing probability pairing speed probability of predation 

 

(n = 295) (n = 136) (n = 136) 

 
   

 
   

 
   

 explanatory variables 
  

 
   

 
   

 

 

Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. 

year -0.029 -0.088 0.032 0.23  0.050 -0.164 0.264 0.08  0.005 0.005 0.207 1.00* 

test date -0.065 -0.119 -0.011 1.00* -0.259 -0.500 -0.018 1.00* NA NA NA NA 

laying date NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.017 -0.017 0.099 0.42 

aggression − − − − -0.502 -1.715 0.712 0.10 − − − − 

age  0.683 0.184 1.182 1.00** 0.709 -1.347 2.765 0.09 − − − − 

aggression X age − − − − − − − − − − − − 

tarsus length 0.040 -0.008 0.089 0.62 -0.127 -0.328 0.075  0.27 -0.001 -0.115 0.063 0.06 

body condition − − − − − − − − -0.059 -0.136 0.017 0.58 

forehead patch size < 0.001 > -0.001 < 0.001 0.11 > -0.001 -0.001 < 0.001 0.25  < 0.001 > -0.001 0.001 0.58 

wing patch size 0.003 > -0.001 0.007 0.75 0.004 -0.010 0.019 0.09 < 0.001 -0.005 0.007 0.05 

breeding NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Sample sizes concern the number of individual males. Model-averaged coefficients (Coeff.) with confidence intervals (CLL = confidence interval lower limit and CIU = 

confidence interval upper limit) and relative importance (Imp.) of the explanatory variables across the supported models (within a ∆AIC ≤ 2) are shown. (The supported 

model set for all the six response variables can be seen in Appendix 3.) "NA" indicates that the respective explanatory variable was not applicable for the given response 

variable, "−" indicates that the respective explanatory variable was not present in the supported model set. Significant effects are indicated in bold, *** indicates p ≤ 0.001, ** 

indicates p ≤ 0.01, * indicates p ≤ 0.05.  
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Table 6 The relationship between territorial aggression and fitness indicators of male collared flycatchers when controlling for their morphology, 

year and date. 

  response variables 

  number of fledglings probability of a recruit probability of survival 

 

(n = 101) (n = 64) (n = 260) 

 
   

 
   

 
   

 explanatory variables 
  

 
   

 
   

 

 

Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. 

year 0.033 -0.046 0.112 0.12  -0.196 -0.393 0.001 1.00 0.012 -0.053 0.089  0.11 

test date NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.028 -0.035 0.090 0.23 

laying date -0.141 -0.195 -0.088 1.00*** -0.116 -0.297 0.065 0.50 NA NA NA NA 

aggression  0.437 -0.7103 1.584 0.66 -0.580 -1.526 0.366 0.36 -0.779 -1.593 0.034 1.00 

age 0.294 -0.453 1.041 0.53 − − − − 0.206 -0.346 0.758 1.00 

aggression X age -1.227 -2.304 0.149 0.53 − − − − 1.247 0.342 2.151 1.00** 

tarsus length − − − −  0.075 -0.072 0.222 0.16 − − − − 

body condition − − − − − − − − -0.0146 -0.065 0.036 0.11 

forehead patch size > -0.001 > -0.001 < 0.001 0.30 > -0.001 -0.001 < 0.001 0.33 > -0.001 > -0.001 < 0.001 0.10 

wing patch size − − − − − − − − − − − − 

breeding NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.319 -0.214 0.852 0.28 

Sample sizes concern the number of individual males. Model-averaged coefficients (Coeff.) with confidence intervals (CLL = confidence interval lower limit and CIU = 

confidence interval upper limit) and relative importance (Imp.) of the explanatory variables across the supported models (within a ∆AIC ≤ 2) are shown. (The supported 

model set for all the six response variables can be seen in Appendix 3.) "NA" indicates that the respective explanatory variable was not applicable for the given response 

variable, "−" indicates that the respective explanatory variable was not present in the supported model set. Significant effects are indicated in bold, *** indicates p ≤ 0.001, ** 

indicates p ≤ 0.01, * indicates p ≤ 0.05. 
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Figure 5. The relationship between timing and fitness indicators of male collared flycatchers; a) pairing probability and b) pairing speed in 

relation to the date of the simulated territorial intrusion test (which estimates the arrival date from the wintering site to the breeding site), and c) 

the number of fledglings in relation to the laying date of the first egg in the clutch. Test date and laying date were calculated relative to the 

median of the given year. In panel a) means and 95% confidence intervals are shown. 
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Figure 6. Survival of male collared flycatchers to the next year according to the level of their 

aggression performed during simulated territorial intrusion in the courtship period. Circles 

and squares represent subadult and adult males, respectively. Means and 95% confidence 

intervals are shown. 
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2.3. Discussion of results in collared flycatchers 

 

2.3.1. The role of territorial aggression in sex allocation and its adaptive value 

Adjustment of the sex ratio of the brood should be adaptive, whenever the fitness potential of 

male and female offspring is differentially influenced by parental or environmental attributes. 

The behaviour of the parents is likely to influence the fitness potential of male and female 

offspring differently for at least two reasons: 1) Behavioural traits may be at least partially 

heritable (van Oers et al. 2005), and the sexes may have different fitness optima for shared 

behavioural traits (Dingemanse et al. 2004, Dunn et al. 2011). 2) There may be an association 

between parental behaviour and the quality of parental care (Both et al. 2005; Duckworth 

2006), and the sexes may differ in their sensitivity to rearing conditions (Råberg et al. 2005). 

We first examined a behavioural trait of the breeding partner as a possible predictor of 

brood sex ratio in animals. We demonstrated in a collared flycatcher population, that 

aggressive behaviour of the male during the period of mate attraction is related to the 

proportion of sons in his subsequent brood. The less aggression was displayed by the male in 

a simulated territorial conflict, the more sons were produced by its breeding partner. 

This result contradicts to the scenario of a positive relationship between brood sex 

ratio and territorial aggression of the male parent, which would be expected if the heritable 

variation in aggression is linked to the reproductive success of males more strongly than to 

that of females. The benefits of inherited aggression may not be limited to males, as female 

collared flycatchers also perform aggression towards same-sex intruders, which may help 

them to prevent polygynous mating (Garamszegi et al. 2004). The negative relationship 

between brood sex ratio and paternal territorial aggression evokes the alternative scenario, 

which would require that more aggressive males provide less parental care and female 

offspring are less sensitive to rearing conditions. 

In harmony with the negative relationship between brood sex ratio and territorial 

aggression of the male parent, we did not find any effect of aggression on reproductive 

performance of males in our long-term study. In an earlier study based on three study years 

(2003-2005), aggression was related to pairing speed (Garamszegi et al. 2006). Here, we 

failed to confirm this relationship. As attack latencies did not differ between years (GLM: F(1, 

293) = 0.064, p = 0.800, n = 295), and the interactive effect of attack latency and year on 

pairing speed was non-significant (GLM: F(1, 132) = 0.048, p = 0.827, n = 136), year-dependent 

effect of aggression on fitness is not a likely explanation for the inconsistency. Alternatively, 
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difference in sample sizes (n = 29 and 136 males earlier and here, respectively) may be 

responsible for the inconsistency. In a videotaped subset of the males assayed for territorial 

aggression, a similar nestling feeding activity of more and less aggressive males was found, 

which could explain why more and less aggressive males had a similar number of fledged 

offspring and a similar chance to have at least one returning offspring. Altogether, results here 

suggest that reproductive success of more and less aggressive collared flycatcher males is 

similar. However, the link between aggression and reproductive success cannot be completely 

ruled out. That is because we might underestimate the variation in male reproductive success, 

because we could not control for extra-pair fertilisations, which occur in our study population 

(Michl et al. 2002, Rosivall et al. 2009). Furthermore, reproductive success of males with 

aggression data could be measured in the year of the behavioural assay only, but not during 

their whole lifetime. We found that lifetime reproductive success of males is strongly related 

to the number of their breeding events, which has been demonstrated in our study population 

already (Herényi et al. 2012). Accordingly, through its effect on survival to next year, 

aggression could potentially influence the lifetime reproductive success of males, which 

requires further data and investigation. 

Territorial aggression of males was significantly related to their survival to the next 

year, and the direction of the relationship was dependent on their age: among subadult males, 

more aggressive males survived with a higher probability, while among adult males, the 

survival pattern was the reverse. This pattern could be driven by multiple, non-exclusive 

pressures, however, the causality is hard to uncover given the correlative nature of the study. 

It is possible that successful resource acquisition and maintenance requires higher aggression 

from subadult than from adult males, because of their more limited spatial and social 

knowledge, and thereby more aggressive subadult males may have a higher chance to reach 

adulthood than less aggressive subadults. At the same time, it is also possible that those 

subadult males act more aggressively that already have a longer expectation of life, for 

example, due to inherent effects of individual quality. The detected pattern also could be 

caused by non-random dispersal, if less aggressive subadult males do not return to the 

breeding site in subsequent years due to bad experiences. This explanation is not likely given 

that all analysed males were competitive in occupying a nestbox as we only tested territorial 

males. Morover, less aggressive subadult males were as likely to be paired as more aggressive 

subadults, and whether a male bred or not did not relate to the probability of return. Therefore, 

less aggressive subadult males should not had strong incentives to disperse farther in the hope 

of higher reproductive success. (Although, it is not impossible that less aggressive subadult 
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males could get females of lower quality than more aggressive subadults.) Regarding the 

reverse pattern found among adult males, one plausible explanation is that the cost of 

expressing a high level of aggression may increase with age because the immunosuppressive 

effect of testosterone becomes augmented with immunosenescence. Accordingly, adult males 

may survive better if they express a less aggressive attitude, and thereby also reduce these 

costs. This scenario is supported by a study in red-legged partridges (Alectoris rufa), which 

found that testosterone-implanted younger males increased their antioxidant capacity, while 

testosterone-implanted older males were not able to do so, and their cell-mediated immunity 

was compromised (Alonso-Alvarez et al. 2009). An alternative explanation could be that adult 

males that already have a higher probability to survive until the next year may refrain from 

escalating aggressive confrontations. Our finding here of the age-dependent survival 

consequences of aggression is in agreement with earlier results in our study population, that 

subadult males generally behave bolder than adults, which is not only true for territorial 

disputes (i.e. shorter attack latencies; Garamszegi et al. 2006), but also for risk-taking (i.e. 

shorter flight initiation distances; Jablonszky et al. 2017). 

Because territorial aggression of males was not related to their reproductive 

performance, and the relationship between territorial aggression and brood sex ratio was 

negative, one may hypostatise that the role of territorial aggression in sex ratio adjustment is 

more likely to be explained by the alternative scenario that assumes sex-dependent offspring 

sensitivity and different parental care of more and less aggressive males. We confirmed the 

first assumption (i.e. the greater sensitivity of males) by showing that their lifetime 

reproductive output was influenced by the quality of the environment they were raised in, 

while that of females was unaffected by early environmental conditions. In the same collared 

flycatcher population, food supply, estimated by caterpillar abundance, had a stronger effect 

on body mass growth in male than in female nestlings (Hegyi et al. 2011). Additionally, male 

nestlings grew faster in experimentally reduced broods, while tended to grow slower in 

experimentally enlarged broods than female nestlings (Rosivall et al. 2010). We followed up 

this particular experiment here, and though the sex-specific effects vanished by fledging (i.e. 

the experiment had no sex-specific effect on the body mass and wing length of the fledglings; 

Rosivall et al. 2010), we showed that the greater sensitivity of males to rearing conditions had 

long-term fitness consequences. Specifically, males fledged from experimentally enlarged 

broods had a lower lifetime number of eggs than males fledged from experimentally reduced 

broods, which was a consequence of their shorter breeding lifespan. This causality is 

supported by earlier results in our study population, that in males, the number of recruits 
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produced during lifetime was positively related to breeding lifespan (Herényi et al. 2012). 

Actually, in iteroparous animals, it is a general phenomenon that lifetime reproductive success 

is primarily determined by the number of reproductive events (Clutton-Brock 1988). Because 

recruitment probability of the individuals was independent from their sex and the experiment, 

our results and conclusions about the individuals that were recaptured at least once are 

unlikely to be confounded by differential dispersal depending on sex or the experiment. 

Based on our and others’ results, sex-dependent environmental sensitivity during the 

nestling stage seems to predict which sex is influenced to a greater extent by the rearing 

environment in terms of fitness. In great tits (Parus major), male fledglings were smaller and 

lighter in experimentally flea-infested nests than in uninfested ones, while in female nestlings, 

the experiment did not have such an effect (Tschirren et al. 2003). Accordingly, 

characteristics of the natal territory (as proxies of the rearing environment) had profound 

effects on male lifetime reproductive success, while only slight effects on that of females 

(Wilkin and Sheldon 2009). Tilgar et al. (2010) also found that breeding performance of male 

great tits was related to the rearing conditions. Males that left the nest heavier had more and 

heavier fledglings at their first reproductive event, while in females, there were no such 

relationships. In house wrens (Troglodytes aedon), male fledglings were heavier than female 

fledglings in reduced broods and when they were in age-advantage within the brood, while an 

opposite tendency was observed in enlarged broods and when males were in age-disadvantage 

(Bowers et al. 2015). As adults, male house wrens that fledged with a greater body mass had a 

higher chance to produce a second brood within their first breeding season and had more 

fledglings (Bowers et al. 2015). In blue tits, females showed the higher environmental 

sensitivity because brood size enlargement resulted in a greater reduction in fledging body 

size and mass in females than in males (Råberg et al. 2005), and it affected the first breeding 

performance only in females as female recruits from enlarged broods laid later and smaller 

clutches than female recruits from reduced broods (Blondel et al. 1998). Interestingly, the 

case of the collared flycatcher suggests that even if the sex-dependent environmental 

sensitivity is detectable during development only (and it becomes undetectable by 

independence as shown by Rosivall et al. 2010), it may still have predictive value regarding 

fitness. At this point, we cannot provide a mechanistic explanation, but regardless of whether 

slow growing nestlings caught up with fast growing nestlings by the prolongation or 

acceleration of growth, it could ultimately influence the fitness of the individuals e.g. through 

altered allocation strategy or oxidative damage accumulation (Lee et al. 2012). 
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The second assumption of the alternative adaptive scenario, which was the different 

parental care of more and less aggressive males, was not fulfilled as we found that fathers 

cared for their nestlings independently from their level aggression showed during courtship. 

Our results leave open the question why females adjusted the sex ratio of their brood to the 

territorial aggression of their social mate. Although, because feeding activity of the breeding 

partners were not related to each other, in our case, this possibility is not so likely. The lack of 

the relationship between territorial aggression and nestling provisioning may be attributable to 

the possibility that expression of behavioural traits is influenced by individual state and 

environmental quality, and the consistency of behaviour does not carry over from one period 

to another. Recent results in our study population support this possibility. Escape ability of 

collared flycatcher males, which was individual-specific within period, declined from 

courtship to parental care, and the magnitude of the decline was partly explained by a change 

in their body condition (Jablonszky et al. 2017). Furthermore, consistency of song 

characteristics of males declined with change of nestbox and progress in time (Zsebők et al. 

2017). The studies on western bluebirds (Sialia mexicana; Duckworth 2006) and blue tits 

(Mutzel et al. 2013) that found a relationship between male aggression and provisioning 

measured both behaviours on the same territory and in the same or close (respectively) time 

periods. In contrast, because we addressed the role of aggression in sex allocation, we 

compared the behaviours a month apart (mean ± SE: 31.8 ± 12.1 days), and ca. half of the 

males (n = 20) eventually bred in another territory than its courtship territory. The interactive 

effect of latency to attack and change of nestbox and the interactive effect of latency to attack 

and time elapsed between the behavioural assay and the feeding observation, however, did not 

explained variance in male feeding rate (GLM with year as fixed factor: F(1, 35) = 1.059, p = 

0.310 and F(1, 35) = 0.091, p = 0.765, respectively). An alternative explanation for the lack of 

the relationship between territorial aggression and nestling feeding relies on the seasonality of 

testosterone profile in migratory, monogamous passerines. Testosterone level is high during 

territory establishment and the fertile period of the social mate, and low during parental care 

(Wingfield et al. 1987). This pattern is known to be advantageous, because in many species, 

experimentally prolonged high testosterone level encouraged territorial and courtship 

behaviours, while suppressed parental behaviours (Silverin 1980, Wingfield 1985, Hegner and 

Wingfield 1987, Ketterson et al. 1992). Under natural conditions, however, the drop in 

testosterone level from mating to parenting could be associated with a decline in the among-

individual variance in testosterone levels (Kempenaers et al. 2008). In an experimental study 

in blue tits, the mean testosterone level of control males was six times lower during nestling 
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feeding than nest building, and in parallel, the range of testosterone levels was two times 

lower (Foerster and Kempenaers 2004). Similarly, in black redstart (Phoenicurus ochruros) 

males, the mean of pre-treatment testosterone level was five times lower and the range of pre-

treatment testosterone levels was three times lower during nestling feeding than mate 

guarding (Villavicencio et al. 2014 and personal communication). Accordingly, differences in 

aggression among males during courtship may not manifest in correlated among-individual 

differences in nestling feeding. However, the possibility that territorial aggression is under 

surveillance during mate choice is not necessarily ruled out. Namely, it is possible that 

females choose males with similar or complementary behavioural type, with whom they could 

provide more efficient parental care (Both et al. 2005, Spoon et al 2006, Schuett et al 2011). 

Altogether, we cannot reliably explain the pattern between territorial aggression and 

brood sex ratio. It seems that sex ratio adjustment is likely to be driven by the sex-specific 

sensitivity of the species. However, the role of aggression could be questionable because we 

did not find solid evidence for its relationship with reproductive success neither for its 

relationship with parental care. It is possible that females have adjusted brood sex ratio in 

relation to a trait that correlates with aggression but not in relation to aggression per se. 

Unfortunately, we cannot even rule out that the pattern was an artefact due to the moderate 

sample size we had to work with. 
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2.3.2. Other parental traits, timing of breeding and brood sex ratio 

Tarsus length of the male parent was also a significant predictor of brood sex ratio. The larger 

was the male, the more sons were produced by its breeding partner. Larger males may be 

favoured in mate choice and male-male competition, therefore reproductive success of males 

may be more strongly dependent on tarsus length than that of females. The group of males 

assayed for territorial aggression is just a part of the breeding population, but our long-term 

study on their fitness shows that tarsus length is not related to male reproductive success. 

Therefore, it is more likely that the positive relationship between brood sex ratio and paternal 

tarsus length is explained by the sex-specific sensitivity of nestlings (Rosivall et al. 2010, 

Hegyi et al. 2011, results here). Though, nestling provisioning activity of parents was not 

linked to their own or their breeding partner’s tarsus length (Kiss et al. 2013, Laczi et al. 

2017, results here), larger body size may be associated with access to superior territories, as in 

the Swedish population (Gustafsson 1988). Interestingly, in the Swedish population, male 

tarsus length was not related to brood sex ratio (Ellegren et al. 1996), and unfortunately, in the 

Czech population, male tarsus length was not considered (Bowers et al. 2013). 

Contrary to the results in a Swedish population (Ellegren et al. 1996) and in line with 

the previous study in our study population (Rosivall et al. 2004), there was no significant 

relationship between FPS of the male parent and brood sex ratio. There was, however, a non-

significant tendency for a positive relationship between WPS of the male parent and the 

proportion of sons in the brood. Such relationship was not found previously (Rosivall et al. 

2004). The results in the Czech population were similar to ours, that is brood sex ratio was 

positively related to male WPS and unrelated to male FPS (Bowers et al. 2013). It is very 

likely that the benefit of sex ratio adjustment in relation to male attractiveness is context-

dependent because other selective pressures (such as year quality) that act on offspring 

survival rather than future reproductive success may override its importance (Addison et al. 

2008). The between-population difference in the role of male ornaments in sex ratio 

adjustment can be explained by the different information content of these traits. In our study 

population, WPS is condition-dependent (Török et al. 2003) and has both intra- and 

intersexual function (Garamszegi et al. 2006, Hegyi et al. 2010), while in the Swedish 

population, FPS serves as a condition-dependent quality indicator (Gustafsson et al. 1995). 

Although, a previous study covering the study years 2004-2007 did show that WPS has a role 

in mate choice as its size was positively related to pairing speed (Hegyi et al. 2010), my study 
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covering the study years 2003-2016 did not found such a relationship, neither a relationship 

between FPS and pairing speed. 

Timing of breeding had a significant effect on brood sex ratio, but in the opposite 

direction than in a previous study (Rosivall et al. 2004). However, because the territorial 

intrusion tests were conducted in a relatively short period due to logistic constraints, the 

clutch initiation dates here are not representative of the entire population. Therefore, this 

result has to be handled carefully. Nonetheless, the negative relationship between brood sex 

ratio and laying date may partially be driven by the sex-specific sensitivity of nestlings 

(Rosivall et al. 2010, Hegyi et al. 2011, results here). Namely, if early in the season food is 

more abundant, mothers might maximise their fitness pay-off by overproducing sons, which 

perform better than daughters under favourable conditions. As food becomes scarcer with the 

progress of the season and mothers also face energetic constraints due to the upcoming molt 

and migration, they might maximise their fitness pay-off by overproducing daughters, which 

perform better under unfavourable conditions and require less expenditure to rear. For a better 

understanding of the seasonal brood sex ratio pattern in our study population, a more detailed 

analysis of the temporal distribution of food is needed. This is because food avilability and 

brood sex ratio may not simply decrease during the breeding season but may show more 

complex patterns. For example, I looked more closely the previous brood sex ratio study, 

which focused on a single year when birds arrived at the breeding site in two distinct waves 

and reported an increase in brood sex ratio for the whole season (Rosivall et al. 2004), and I 

found no brood sex ratio shift for the first wave separately and a decrease in brood sex ratio 

for the second wave separately (Szász et al. unpublished results). Nonetheless, timing of 

breeding seems to be an important factor in sex ratio adjustment of collared flycatcher 

females, at least in the central area of the species, as in a Czech population, Bowers et al. 

(2013) also found indication for a seasonal decrease in brood sex ratio. 
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2.3.3. Timing of breeding, rearing environment and fitness 

Among factors found to be important in sex allocation, timing was the only one that proved to 

be important also in the reproductive performance of male collared flycatchers. The 

probability of pairing was higher among males that arrived to the breeding site earlier, which 

pattern had been described in other species too (Lozano et al. 1996, Møller 1994, Cooper et 

al. 2011). Arrival date was also related to the speed of pairing and, through its effect on clutch 

initiation date, to the outcome of current-year reproduction. Among successfully paired males, 

those that arrived later paired more quickly than those that arrived earlier. This could be due 

to the initial lack of females when the earliest males settle and time constraints on being 

paired among relatively later arriving males. However, those paired males that arrived earlier 

also started to breed earlier and thereby fledged more offspring. In seasonally breeding 

songbirds, it is a well-known phenomenon that conditions for successful breeding are 

deteriorating with the progress of the season, and in parallel, the number of fledglings is 

declining (Verhulst and Nilsson 2008). Furthermore, it is possible that earlier arriving males 

are of better quality such as their breeding partners, and these pairs realise higher fledging 

success also due to their inherent superiority (Verhulst et al. 1995). The probability of paring 

was also higher among adult than among subadult males, but the age categories did not differ 

in other aspects of reproductive performance. The probability of having at least one returning 

offspring did not relate to any variables that we considered. We could have failed to capture 

the variation in this aspect of reproductive performance. The majority of males do not produce 

any recruit during their entire lifetime, and the probability of producing at least one recruit is 

strongly increasing with increasing lifetime (Herényi et al. 2012). Therefore, correlates of this 

aspect of reproductive performance could have been detectable only if we had data for the 

males assayed for territorial aggression throughout their life. 

Reproductive performance of collared flycatchers seems to be influenced also by the 

rearing environment, which is independent from their sex. During their first breeding season, 

recruits from reduced broods started their clutch later than recruits from enlarged broods. The 

later breeding of individuals reared under favourable conditions is a bit challenging to 

explain. It is possible that experimentally reduced broods less strongly selected the returning 

individuals than experimentally enlarged ones, and thereby individuals of inferior quality 

could also return. However, that recapture probability was not greater in reduced broods, and 

that male recruits from reduced broods were recaptured more times and had more eggs makes 

this speculation not so likely. Therefore, more data are necessary to reach a conclusion. 
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Paternity, despite not having short-term effects (Rosivall et al. 2010), was also related 

to the reproductive performance of the recruits. At their first breeding, extra-pair recruits had 

smaller clutches than recruits of faithful mothers. The difference between extra- and within-

pair recruits disappeared as paternity was unrelated to lifetime egg number. Though, the effect 

of paternity has been shown to depend on breeding conditions (Schmoll et al. 2005) and sex 

(Schmoll et al. 2009, Sardell et al. 2011, Hsu et al. 2014) in other species, our sample size, 

unfortunately, prevented us from examining paternity-interactions. Nonetheless, if there is any 

fitness consequence of paternity in our study population, it is in agreement with other recent 

results suggesting that contrary to the theoretical expectations, extra-pair fertilisations result 

in indirect fitness costs for the mothers instead of indirect fitness benefits (Schmoll et al. 

2009, Sardell et al. 2012, Hsu et al. 2014). 
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3. Across-species studies 

 

3.1. Meta-analytical approach: what is behind the heterogeneity of results 

(Paper: Szász et al. In Press. Oikos.) 

 

3.1.1. Research background and methods 

Background 

We chose to test two variables, the information content of the male traits and the frequency of 

extra-pair copulations, that could explain the heterogeneity of results concerning mate quality 

dependent sex ratio adjustment for the following reasons: 1) The hypothesis has been 

developed for sexually selected traits of the mate, however, studies often examine the 

relationship between brood sex ratio and male traits without knowing whether the considered 

male traits indeed have a role in male-male competition and in mate choice. If the 

relationships between brood sex ratio and those male traits that provide no information about 

male reproductive success are weaker than the relationships between brood sex ratio and those 

male traits that have demonstrated role in sexual selection, it could be responsible for the 

inconsistency in results. 2) The “Mate Attractiveness Hypothesis” refers to the social mate of 

the female, and most studies has not determined paternity, however, in the vast majority of 

passerines, extra-pair paternity occurs (86% of the species; Westneat and Stewart 2003). If 

with increasing infidelity the selection for sex ratio adjustment to mate attractiveness 

decreases, since the phenotype of the social mate is no longer a reliable predictor of the 

phenotype of the offspring, it could also be responsible for the variation in results. 

Data collection 

Literature search 

I searched for publications using the ISI Web of Knowledge search engine using “sex ratio” 

and one of the following terms: offspring, nestling, chick, clutch or brood. I searched in 

“Topic” as it simultaneously screens the title, the abstract and the key words. I searched for 

publications until the end of 2016. The literature search yielded ca. 3700 records. After 

narrowing the list of journal titles to relevant ones, I obtained ca. 1300 records. Then, I 

conducted a hierarchical evaluation procedure by first screening the titles, then the abstracts, 
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and then the full texts. I selected studies that were conducted in wild songbird populations and 

determined brood sex ratio by molecular techniques. Then, I also performed backward and 

forward literature search by screening the references and the citations of the selected studies. 

Among studies on passerines, 63 studies investigated brood sex ratio in relation to one 

or more traits of the male parent. From these, I immediately had to exclude 20 studies for one 

or more of the following reasons: no morphological or behavioural phenotypic trait of the 

male parent was examined, but the characteristics of his territory, the number of his social 

mates, etc. (n = 12 cases), the study was manipulative, and correlative data were not available 

(n = 6 cases), data of the given study were completely or partly included in another study with 

a larger dataset (n = 2 cases), the unit of the analysis was seasonal rather than brood (i.e. 

family) offspring sex ratio (n = 1 case), the study species was a cooperative breeder (n = 2 

cases), only traits of the genetic father were examined (n = 2 cases). Cooperative breeders 

were excluded on the ground that in those species, predictions about sex ratio adjustment are 

far more complicated and incomparable with the other species that I analysed (see above in 

1.2.) and extra-pair paternity may be distributed among within-group (often relative) and 

extra-group extra-pair males (Rubenstein 2007). Studies that provided data on the traits of the 

genetic father only were excluded because I tested the idea that infidelity of the mother 

weakens the relationship between brood sex ratio and the phenotype of her social mate. I 

contacted the authors of the remaining studies, when the published details of the statistical 

analyses were insufficient to calculate effect sizes and when I failed to find information on the 

proportion of extra-pair young for the respective study population. Despite this effort, 

unfortunately, I had to exclude further 8 studies because adequate statistics were not available 

or not provided upon request, and data on the proportion of extra-pair young were still 

missing in case of 11 studies. 

The overlap between my database and the databases of the two earlier meta-analyses 

on the relationship between brood sex ratio and male phenotype (West and Shledon 2002, 

Cassey et al. 2006) was negligible (one (Ellegren et al. 1996) and three studies (Questiau et al. 

2000, Leech et al. 2001, Green 2002), respectively). The database of the most recent meta-

analysis about the subject (Booksmythe et al. 2015) included all but four studies from my 

database (Poláková et al. 2012, Szász et al. 2014, Romano et al. 2015, Bonderud et al 2016). 

Calculation of effect sizes 

My final database can be found in Appendix 6. The dataset with data on the proportion of 

extra-pair young (hereafter, “EPY data”) comprised 79 effect sizes from 24 studies conducted 
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on 22 populations of 16 species. The dataset that also included those 11 studies that I 

excluded only because of the lack of data on the proportion of extra-pair young (hereafter, 

“All data”) comprised 103 effect sizes from 35 studies conducted on 34 populations of 25 

species. 

I extracted statistical results for the relationship between brood sex ratio and 

phenotypic male traits as follows: I used test statistics from full models including control 

variables in case of non-significant terms and final models in case of significant terms. If only 

univariate analyses were available, I used those. If a single study tested the effect of multiple 

male traits on brood sex ratio, I calculated an effect size for each of the investigated male 

traits. Where linear and quadratic effects of the same male trait were tested (Romano et al. 

2015), I considered the linear term only for the sake of comparability among studies. Where 

the effect of the same male trait was tested on brood sex ratio at two nestling stages (Potvin 

and MacDougall-Shackleton 2010), I considered the earlier stage only. Where a male trait was 

involved in a significant interaction, I calculated effect sizes for the independent groups 

separately: i.e. years (Griffith et al. 2003, Korsten et al. 2006), age categories (Delhey et al. 

2007, Taff et al. 2011, Bonderud et al 2016), female size categories (Lu et al. 2013). Effect 

sizes (correlation coefficient Pearson’s r) were calculated from Chi2-, ∆D-, F- and t-values 

(Rosenthal 1994), and then transformed to Fisher’s Z (Nakagawa and Cuthill 2007). For most 

of the effects, the authors did not provide a priori expectation about the direction of the effect 

(i.e. whether the character value of the male trait should be negatively or positively correlated 

with brood sex ratio), or even if they did, the expectation was not backed up with references. 

Therefore, I focused on the magnitudes irrespective to their direction, and used unsigned 

effect sizes in the meta-analyses. 

Moderator variables 

I collected data on the proportion of extra-pair young in the given population from published 

literature or from the authors of the sex ratio adjustment studies. The values and the 

references are given in Appendix 6. 

I grouped the male traits based on trait relevance, and defined “Meaningful” and 

“Other” categories. “Meaningful” category included traits that had been previously 

demonstrated to play a role in male-male competition or during mate choice, or to be 

associated with within- or extra-pair reproductive success of males in the respective species 

or, where applicable, subspecies. “Other” category included traits that were found to be 

unrelated to competitive, pairing and breeding performances of males, and traits for that I 
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failed to find published data on intra- and intersexual function. The categorisation of each 

included male trait and the references are given in Appendix 6. 

Statistical analyses 

I performed all analyses in R statistical environment (version 3.1.1., R Core Team 2014). I 

built Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) multilevel meta-analyses with 

phylogenetic and random effects in R using the package “MCMCglmm” (Hadfield 2010). I 

obtained the phylogeny of the species from http://birdtree.org/ (Source of trees: Ericson All 

Species, Number of trees created: 100). Consensus tree was produced using the “ape” package 

(Paradis et al. 2004) and the “phytools” package (Revell 2012). Three species, the blue tit, the 

collared flycatcher and the great tit, were represented with multiple populations. I failed to 

find published data on the genetic relatedness of these populations, therefore, I used the pair-

wise geographic distances of the populations to estimate their phylogenetic relatedness (using 

the “fields” package (Douglas 2015) (to generate the distance matrices) and the “phangorn” 

package (Schliep 2011) (to generate the trees)). Then, I incorporated the three population trees 

into the species tree. In the ultimate tree, I did not use branch length because it lost its 

meaning due to the combination of species-level genetic and population-level geographic 

information. The ultimate tree I used can be found in Appendix 7. 

First, I ran models that consisted of the intercept only and the random terms: namely, 

phylogeny, species identity and study identity. From these models, I obtained mean effect size 

with 95% credible intervals (CRI). As a measure of heterogeneity, I calculated total variance, 

and also partitioned it according the random effect structure (following scripts provided by 

Lim et al. 2014). Then, I used meta-regressions to investigate the effect of the moderator 

variables: namely, the proportion of extra-pair young and male trait category and their 

additive and interactive effects. In case of all models, I ran three MCMC chains with the same 

parameter settings: number of iterations per chains = 1100000, thinning interval = 1000, 

number of burn-ins = 100000. Model convergence and sampling independency were always 

fulfilled (all potential scale reduction factors < 1.050, all autocorrelations < 0.100). Models 

were compared based on Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) values (Spiegelhalter et al. 

2002). Explanatory power of the moderator variables was evaluated based on change in DIC 

value between models lacking and containing the respective moderator and their posterior 

significance. 

Note that because I used unsigned effect sizes, it is not informative to evaluate the 

CRIs of the mean effect sizes against zero. Therefore, to test whether the observed mean 
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effect sizes significantly deviated from what is expected under the null hypothesis (i.e. there is 

no relationship between male traits and brood sex ratio, and variance in the effect sizes is the 

result of random sampling error only), I generated a null expectation based on simulations. 

Accordingly, for each source study, I generated random numbers with the original sample size 

for both variables of interest (i.e. male trait (normally distributed variable) and brood sex ratio 

(binomially distributed variable)), from which I calculated effect sizes. Then, I implemented 

meta-analyses on the simulated effect sizes (all unsigned) to calculate mean effect sizes for 

the null hypothesis. The procedure was repeated 1000 times to get a null distribution of mean 

effect sizes, against which the significance of the mean effect sizes of the real datasets of the 

published results could be assessed. 

Given the unsigned effect sizes, funnel plot and trim-and-fill test of publication bias 

could not be applied. As a surrogate, I introduced the year of publication as a moderator 

variable to inspect whether effect sizes tend to get smaller over time, which could be the case 

if non-significant results are more difficult to publish (Jennions and Møller 2002). 

Additionally, I generated and inspected p-curves to rule out p-hacking (http://p-curve.com/). 

P-curve is the distribution of statistically significant p-values (p < 0.05). If there is no effect, 

the p-curve’s shape is uniform, whereas a right-skewed p-curve indicates true effects and a 

left-skewed p-curve or a peak of p-values just below the significance threshold indicates 

publication bias towards statistically significant results (Simonsohn et al. 2014). 

To assure that the results are not confounded by non-random offspring mortality, I re-

ran each analysis on primary offspring sex ratios only. The restricted datasets relying on 

primary brood sex ratios comprised 56 effect sizes from 19 studies conducted on 11 species 

(“EPY data”) and 72 effect sizes from 28 studies conducted on 18 species (“All data”). I 

considered the sex ratio data as primary if one of the following criteria was fulfilled: the 

analyses were run on entirely sexed broods, results on entirely and partially sexed broods 

were qualitatively the same, results did not change qualitatively when all unsexed progenies 

were introduced as males or females into the analyses, proportion of sexed progenies within 

the brood was unrelated to brood sex ratio. Otherwise, and if it was not specified by the 

authors, I considered the sex ratio data as secondary. The categorisation of the included 

studies in respect to the sex ratio data they used is given in Appendix 6. 
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3.2.2. Results 

The mean effect size for the relationship between mate phenotype and brood sex ratio was 

small: mean Zr = 0.119, CRI = 0.054-0.196. However, this overall mean effect size 

significantly differed from the mean effect size that was calculated under the null expectation 

(mean effect size for null expectation = 0.091, p = 0.010, Figure 7). We detected a 

considerable heterogeneity in the data: total variance explained = 46.9%, variance accounted 

by phylogeny = 10.3%, variance accounted by species identity = 9.8%, variance accounted by 

study identity = 19.4 %, residual variance = 7.5%. According to the DIC values, the most 

likely fixed-effect model was the one that included the main effect of male trait category 

alone (Table 7, “EPY data”). Based on posterior significances, the main effect of male trait 

category was significant (Table 7, “EPY data”). In particular, the mean effect size in the 

“Meaningful” category was larger (mean Zr = 0.162, CRI = 0.067-0.244, n = 38 effect sizes) 

than the mean effect size in the “Other” category (mean Zr = 0.079, CRI = 0.008-0.162, n = 

41 effect sizes). Moreover, comparing the mean effect sizes of the two categories one by one 

to the null expectation revealed that the mean effect size can be discriminated from the null 

expectation only in the “Meaningful” category (mean effect size for null expectation = 0.091, 

p < 0.001, Figure 7), while not in the “Other category (mean effect size for null expectation = 

0.092, p = 0.843, Figure 7). Neither the main effect of the proportion of extra-pair young, nor 

its interaction with male trait category was significant (Table 7, “EPY data”). 

Because the proportion of extra-pair young did not explained the magnitude of the 

effect sizes, we went back to the studies that we excluded only because of the lack of data on 

extra-pair paternity. In the larger dataset, the mean effect size yielded was larger: Zr = 0.163, 

CRI = 0.063-0.251. This mean effect size significantly differed from the mean effect size that 

was calculated under the null expectation (mean effect size for null expectation = 0.092, p < 

0.001, Figure 7). The heterogeneity was higher: total variance explained = 74.6%, variance 

accounted by phylogeny = 16.2%, variance accounted by species identity = 6.0%, variance 

accounted by study identity = 23.2%, residual variance = 29.2%. The significant effect of 

male trait category was confirmed on the larger dataset (Table 7, “All data”). The mean effect 

size in the “Meaningful” category was significantly larger (Zr = 0.216, CRI = 0.094-0.342, n 

= 46 effect sizes) than in the “Other” category (Zr = 0.129, CRI = 0.053-0.213, n = 57 effect 

sizes). Considering all data, the mean effect size of both male trait categories differed 

significantly from the null expectation (“Meaningful” category: mean effect size for null 

expectation = 0.092, p < 0.001, “Other” category: mean effect size for null expectation = 
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0.092, p < 0.001), but the observed mean effect size of the “Meaningful” category fell far 

more outside the frequency distribution of the generated effect sizes than that of the “Other” 

category (Figure 7). 

When the analyses were restricted to primary brood sex ratios, the results were 

qualitatively the same suggesting that our findings were not confounded by offspring 

mortality (see Appendix 8). Our results are also unlikely to be influenced by publication bias. 

The fixed-effect models containing publication year as moderator variable had the highest 

DIC values both in the case of “EPY data” and “All data” (DIC = –241.485 and –86.673, 

respectively), and the moderator was non-significant (pMCMC = 0.302 and 0.243, 

respectively). The p-curve was significantly right-skewed indicating that our database 

comprised true findings and did not suffer from publication bias due to p-hacking (“EPY 

data”: Z = –2.26, p = 0.012, “All data”: Z = –3.61, p = 0.002). 
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Table 7. The effect of moderator variables on the relationship between male traits and brood sex ratio. Bayesian meta-analytical models with the 

corresponding Deviance Information Criterion values and the significance of the moderators are shown. 

 

EPY DATA ALL DATA 

Random effects Moderator variables DIC pMCMC Moderator variables DIC pMCMC 

– – –225.428 – – –43.976 – 

Phylogeny + Species + Study 

– –242.645 – – –89.453 – 

EPY % –241.722 0.671 – – – 

Male trait category –258.548 0.004 Male trait category –91.700 0.030 

EPY % 
–258.065 

0.948 

– – – 

Male trait category 0.004 

EPY % 

–255.873 

0.811 

Male trait category 0.092 

EPY % X Male trait category 0.970 
 

EPY % = Proportion of extra-pair young among all young in the given population. Male trait category = "Meaningful"/"Other" (i.e. role in sexual selection demonstrated or 

not). DIC and pMCMC values are means from three MCMC chains. 
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Figure 7. Mean effect sizes for the relationship between mate phenotype and brood sex ratio. 

Observed mean effect sizes (broken lines) as compared to the simulated mean effect sizes 

under null expectation assuming random sex allocation (histograms). NS = p > 0.05, ** = p ≤ 

0.01, *** = p ≤ 0.001. 
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3.2.3. Discussion 

The small overall effect size of mate phenotype on brood sex ratio and the considerable 

heterogeneity in the effect sizes we found here, both comparable to the findings of the earlier 

meta-analyses (Cassey et al. 2006, Booksmythe et al. 2015). We stepped forward by trying to 

explain the detected heterogeneity with moderator variables. We found that the proportion of 

extra-pair young did not explained the strength of the relationship between brood sex ratio 

and the phenotype of the social mate. However, male trait category partly explained the 

detected heterogeneity. There are several possible explanations for the lack of the predicted 

relationship between the proportion of extra-pair young and the magnitude of the effect of 

mate phenotype on brood sex ratio. We might be unable to detect the predicted relationship if 

variation in extra-pair paternity is low in our database. However, the proportion of extra-pair 

young ranged from zero to almost 50% with a mean ± SD = 18.914 ± 12.869%, which makes 

this explanation unlikely as these values are representative of songbirds (Griffith et al. 2002). 

It is possible that the relationship between the proportion of extra-pair young and sex ratio 

adjustment is not linear because selection for sex ratio adjustment to mate phenotype could be 

weak not only when the proportion of extra-pair young is high, but also when it is low. This is 

because smaller variation in male reproductive success could also diminish the selective 

advantage of sex ratio adjustment to mate phenotype. However, when I tested the main and 

interactive effect of the quadratic proportion of extra-pair young on the correlation 

coefficients between brood sex ratio and mate phenotype, they were statistically negligible 

(main effect: mean DIC value = –241.659, mean pMCMC = 0.723; interactive effect with 

male trait category: mean DIC value = –256.579, mean pMCMC = 0.899). An alternative 

possibility is that sex ratio adjustment to mate phenotype is independent from the proportion 

of extra-pair young because sex ratio adjustment is driven not by genetic, but direct benefits 

that are related to the phenotype of the social father even if infidelity occurs. Though, in 

respect of sex ratio adjustment to mate phenotype, direct benefits have been entirely 

neglected, in the context of mate choice, it has been shown that preferred male traits could 

equally indicate genetic and material benefits (Møller and Jennions 2001). It would be very 

important in the future to consider the possibility that females adjust the sex ratio of their 

brood in relation to the phenotype of their social mate because of resource availability and not 

the heritability of male characteristics, particularly in the case of male traits that could be 

associated with resource holding potential such as body size, territorial aggressiveness and 

dominance. 
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The mean effect size for “meaningful” traits was ca. two-times larger than the mean 

effect size for “other traits”, and was similar to the mean effect size of the first meta-analysis 

on the subject (West and Shledon 2002). Such a mean effect size is unlikely to be obtained by 

chance because it significantly deviates from the effect sizes derived from the simulated 

databases that assume random sex allocation. This suggests that the mean effect size of the 

“Meaningful” category captures a real biological effect. This was true for both of our datasets, 

the one that included only those study populations where information on the proportion of 

extra-pair young was available (“EPY data”) and the one that included all study populations 

(“All data”). In contrast, the mean effect size for “other” traits could be statistically 

discriminated from the simulated effect sizes only in the case of our larger dataset (“All 

data”), and even then, it fell rather close to the frequency distribution of the simulated effect 

sizes. Study populations with data on the proportion of extra-pair young have presumably 

been studied more intensively. Accordingly, it is less likely that a sexually selected male trait 

fell accidentally in the “Other” category in these populations. This might be responsible for 

the outcome that the statistical difference between the mean effect sizes of the two male trait 

categories was more pronounced in our initial (“EPY data”) than in our larger dataset (“All 

data”). Our results demonstrate that the noise caused by non-specific explanatory variables 

(more than the half of the investigated male traits) can indeed be misleading in the sense than 

it can push the estimate of the overall mean effect size towards the smaller end of the range. 

With this finding our study may resolve the apparent discrepancy between the conclusions of 

the first (West and Shledon 2002) and the later meta-analyses (Cassey et al. 2006, 

Booksmythe et al. 2015) conducted on the subject. Overall, it could be inferred that we did 

find a general support for the “Mate Attractiveness Hypothesis” (Burley 1981, 1986) when 

considering those traits of the male that were relevant to specifically test the hypothesis. 

In addition to its importance to sex allocation, our results have a more general message 

concerning hypothesis testing. When conducting meta-analyses, it is a general problem that 

the quality of the individual studies may itself introduce heterogeneity into the results, and 

thereby prevent us from draw a reliable overall conclusion (Gurevitch et al. 2001). In the case 

of the “Mate Attractiveness Hypothesis” (Burley 1981, 1986), studies that examined the 

relationship between brood sex ratio and demonstrated sexually selected traits can be regarded 

as more appropriate tests of the hypothesis than those studies that had no previous knowledge 

about role of the examined male traits. Here, we show that about the former group of male 

traits it is safe to say that those drive sex ratio adjustment, while it is not the case concerning 

the latter group. Similarly to our study, meta-analyses on mammalian offspring sex ratios 
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(Sheldon and West 2004, Cameron 2004) also bring the attention to the quality of the data 

used for hypothesis testing. In mammals, the most-tested hypothesis of sex ratio adjustment is 

the “Trivers-Willard Hypothesis” (Trivers and Willard 1973, see in 1.2). The hypothesis was 

significantly supported when appropriate measures of female body condition was used, while 

less or not supported when the measure was indirect or was taken after conception (Sheldon 

and West 2004, Cameron 2004). Collectively, these findings highlight the importance of 

checking whether the assumptions of the hypothesis a researcher wants to test are met. These 

results also warn that negligent studies published in mass have the potential to mask real 

effects. 
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3.2. Theoretical approach: on the potential mechanisms 

(Paper: Szász and Rosivall 2015. Behavioral Ecology.) 

 

3.2.1. Research question 

Tagirov and Rutkowska (2013) published a novel idea for avian offspring sex ratio 

adjustment. Their suggested mechanism is based on the retention of polar bodies (PBs) during 

oogenesis (caused by maternal hormones reflecting parental quality and environmental 

conditions), and then the fertilisation of more than one pronucleus. This would result in 

embryos with both male and female cells (i.e. mixed-sex chimeras), which cells would be 

selected during proliferation by the prevailing hormonal milieu. Therefore, at egg laying, cells 

of one sex would predominate in the embryos determining their sex. On one hand, it is 

exciting to read a new idea because, despite the great interest in offspring sex ratio 

adjustment, we still do not have exact knowledge on its proximate mechanism. On the other 

hand, there are several problems that make the proposed mechanism unlikely to underlie 

avian offspring sex ratio adjustment. We aimed to follow the proposed mechanism step by 

step and reveal its shortcomings both from a functional and an evolutionary point of view, 

which required extensive literature search and discussion with experts in developmental 

biology. 

The proposed mechanism is grounded by the natural occurrence of gynandromorphic 

birds, which may theoretically result from the failure of PB extrusion and the fertilisation of 

multiple pronuclei. Gynandromorphs have indeed been reported in several bird species. 

However, these are case studies of one or two individuals where the proximate background of 

the gynandromorphic phenotype was not established, or where the gynandromorphism itself 

was uncertain or later revised (Huxley and Bond 1934, Patten 1993, Graves et al. 1996, 

Abella 2002, Agate et al. 2003, Weggler 2005, DaCosta et al. 2007, Zhao et al. 2010). Mixed-

sex phenotypes may arise through many processes (Figure 8) including prezygotic errors (e.g. 

fertilization of two ova followed by fusion, fertilization of ovum and retained PB), 

postzygotic errors (e.g. non-disjunctional mitotic event, gene mutation) and gene activity 

differences without differences in the genotype of the cells (e.g. stochastic gene silencing, sex 

chromosome inactivation). The prezygotic origin of the gynandromorphic phenotype is clear 

only in one study in domestic chickens (Gallus domesticus; Zhao et al. 2010). 
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Figure 8. Possible mechanisms that may lead to a mixed-sex phenotype. a) After a mitotic 

cleavage, the W chromosome of one of the sister cells gets inactivated (denoted by the 

asterisk) due to epigenetic modification or mutation. b) During a mitotic cleavage, a non-

disjunctional event occurs, so that one of the sister cells will lack the W chromosome. c) 

During oogenesis, the oocyte fails to extrude polar bodies, and then four maternal pronuclei 

get fertilised by multiple spermatozoa (the scenario proposed by Tagirov and Rutkowska 

2013). All three pathways may result in a nearly bilateral mixed-sex phenotype. Empty and 

grey cells/body parts represent female and male genotype/phenotype, respectively. Patterned 

cells in (c) indicate that all four cell-lines may be of different genotypes due to fertilisation by 

different spermatozoa. 
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3.2.2. Comments from the functional viewpoint 

The first step of the proposed mechanism is based on the idea that, due to hormonal effects, 

pronuclei that normally extrude as PB and the pronucleus of the ovum can be simultaneously 

fertilised in the shared cytoplasm, which then splits into multiple blastomeres. To support this 

idea, the authors wrote that 57% of mouse (Mus musculus domesticus) first PBs implanted 

into mature enucleated ovum and inseminated artificially had developed into viable embryos. 

However, the authors picked the highest value from the original study of Wakayama and 

Yanagimachi (1998), namely, out of the 30%, 50% and 57% for three experimental groups. 

Moreover, other studies found even lower viability. For example, in a similar study on porcine 

(Sus scrofa domestica) PBs, the cleavage rate of 2-, 4- and 8-cell embryos with PB origin was 

25.3%, 17.7% and 9.3%, respectively (Wang et al. 2011). Apart from this, the in vitro 

experiments are probably of little relevance for the proposed hypothesis, given the following 

in vivo obstacles. 1) PB extrusion may be necessary for complete meiosis. There are studies 

demonstrating that the oogenesis itself ceases if the first PB fails to extrude. For example, 

87.4% of the mouse oocytes in that PB extrusion was blocked, did not enter meiosis II (Liu et 

al. 2013). Note that even if the oocyte continues meiosis, it is unsure whether the first retained 

PB also divides. 2) Polyspermy does not evidently lead to the fertilisation of multiple 

maternal pronuclei. Supernumerary spermatozoa and retained pronuclei may be degraded in 

the maternal cytoplasm, and in that case, only one pair of maternal and paternal pronucleus 

fuses in the germinal disc (Snook et al. 2011). 3) PB extrusion and the degradation of 

supernumerary spermatozoa may ensure diploidy. Malfunctioning of any of these processes 

may increase the risk of polyploidy (Fechheimer 1981), and this is likely to result in 

embryonic death (Forstmeier and Ellegren 2010). 4) PB extrusion may also ensure the 

conservation of all the maternal cytoplasm and the formation of a polarised ovum. When a 

multinucleate ovum gets fertilised by multiple spermatozoa and then splits, the sister 

blastomeres may not receive sufficient amounts of cytoplasm (possibly receiving as little as 

25% of the normal amount) and adequate maternal determinants for embryogenesis. Cell size 

and nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio have been shown to be important regulators of cell divisions and 

embryonic development (Jorgensen and Tyers 2004). 

In the second step of the proposed mechanism, blastomeres of different origin develop 

into multiple cell-lines that will grow sex-selectively under the prevailing hormonal milieu. 

This seems problematic too. 1) For cells of one sex to reach dominance, one half/one third of 

the embryonic cells should be eliminated, and this may impair embryonic development. 
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Besides, the proposed mechanism does not provide any solution for cleaning up the dead cell 

mass. The sex-selective elimination of embryonic cells should happen before gastrulation 

because cells become irreplaceable after that time (Solnica-Krezel 2005), but phagocytic cells 

are not yet present at that early stage (Lichanska and Hume 2000). Alternatively, blastomeres 

of one sex should be absorbed immediately after the first cleavage, but in that case, contrary 

to the authors’ suggestion, the process would not happen gradually and would not allow 

significantly more time to match offspring sex to extrinsic or intrinsic quality than non-

random sex chromosome segregation. 2) It cannot be assumed that one of the sex cell-lines is 

always completely eliminated, though this is necessary to avoid mixed-sex offspring. For 

example, hormone concentrations of intermediate value are possible, and at such values, 

neither male nor female cells could reach dominance in the embryo. Lastly, if all four 

maternal pronuclei are fertilised after PB retention (by four spermatozoa), four cell-lines (two 

male and two female) of different genotypes are produced (Figure 8c). To avoid chimerism, 

the proliferation of the multiple cell-lines should be selective not only for sex but also for 

genotype, an issue not mentioned by Tagirov and Rutkowska (2013). This seems even more 

complicated to be achieved. 

The hormonal regulation of the whole process raises a further dilemma. In line with 

theoretical expectations, the literature shows that offspring sex ratio may often be male biased 

at one end and female biased at the other end of the range of an environmental or parental 

trait. Consequently, the hypothesis requires that different environmental or parental qualities 

result in the same error of a cellular process (i.e. failed PB extrusion). For instance, oocyte 

maturation should be abnormal in mothers of both good and poor body condition, although it 

takes place in different hormonal milieu. Alternatively, the hypothesis requires that the level 

of the hormone(s) triggering PB retention varies in a U-shaped way with environmental or 

parental quality. For instance, hormone level should be equally high in mothers of good and 

poor body condition, and thereby cause PB retention. Although a U-shaped relationship 

between hormone levels and predictors of offspring sex ratio is imaginable (e.g. for stress 

hormones), it is certainly not the general pattern. In addition, if the mechanism works in this 

way, there should be some other hormone(s) that, in the second step, selectively affect the 

proliferation of male and female cells, because it is unlikely that similar hormonal profiles 

would favour the development of opposite sexes in different mothers. 
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3.2.3. Comments from the evolutionary viewpoint 

Unfortunately, the fitness benefits of sex ratio manipulation have been barely investigated, so 

it is hard to estimate the cost-benefit balance of the proposed mechanism. However, the 

potentially high costs alone make it unlikely that such a mechanism evolves for sex ratio 

manipulation. First, the hypothesis is based on the abnormality of essential physiological 

processes, therefore it is questionable whether oocytes with failed PB extrusion undergo the 

whole meiosis. Second, even if they do so and then successfully develop into blastomeres, the 

survival of the embryos is likely to be low. Even the in vitro experiments, where PB nuclei 

were individually implanted into enucleated ova and inseminated artificially suggest less than 

fifty percent chance of survival, and this is likely to be even smaller if we consider the 

problems discussed in the previous section. If half of the “sex-manipulated” embryos die, then 

the mechanism can be adaptive only if the fitness return from the “desired” sex is at least 

twofold of the fitness return from the other sex. This is probably not the general pattern in 

birds. Third, the surviving offspring that would arise through the proposed mechanism may 

have smaller organs and body size due to their originally smaller cells (Jorgensen and Tyers 

2004), and may therefore also face reduced lifespan or reproductive success. This reduces the 

chance that the surviving individuals resulting from sex manipulation can yield the twofold 

fitness return. Finally, some of the offspring that reach adulthood could be mixed-sex. Mixed-

sex individuals are likely to realise low or no reproductive success due to their intermediate 

sex hormone levels, inadequate sexual behaviours, aberrant gonads and/or gametes and 

infertile eggs (Lin et al. 1995, Zhao et al. 2010). This further reduces the chance that the 

mechanism pays off. 
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4. Conclusions and perspectives 

 

My meta-analyses support the hypothesis that passerine birds adjust the sex ratio of their 

brood to sexually selected traits of the father. However, I found that the frequency of extra-

pair copulations did not influence the relationship of brood sex ratio with sexually selected 

traits of the male who is attending the brood (i.e. the social father). My study on brood sex 

ratios in our study population of collared flycatchers is in agreement with earlier studies that 

showed that the species may be capable for sex ratio adjustment (Ellegren et al. 1996, 

Rosivall et al. 2004, Bowers et al. 2013). However, in contrast to the Swedish (Ellegren et al. 

1996) and the Czech (Bowers et al. 2013) study populations of the species, brood sex ratios 

were not related to the ornamental traits of the father. Instead, brood sex ratios were related to 

the timing of breeding (Rosivall et al. 2004, results here), and also to the territorial aggression 

and the structural size of the father (results here). I found that the latter two did not predict the 

mating and reproductive success of males. Altogether, my results suggest that the “Mate 

Attractiveness Hypothesis” (Burley 1981, 1986) is not a satisfactory explanation for the 

operation of sex ratio adjustment in our study population of collared flycatchers, neither 

generally, in songbirds. The hypothesis proposes that the adjustment of brood sex ratio to 

paternal traits is beneficial because of indirect benefits, namely heritable attractiveness that is 

assumed to be disproportionally more important for the reproductive success of males than 

females in these species. However, theoretical consideration and my findings here point out 

that direct benefits are more likely to drive the evolution of brood sex ratio adjustment. 

Namely, the emphasis may not be on the traits that the offspring can inherit from a particular 

father and express in adulthood, but on the resources that the offspring can access from a 

particular father and utilise during development. This is backed up by the followings: 1) 

Certainty of paternity seems not to be important in sex ratio adjustment to paternal traits. 2) If 

alongside a parental (or environmental) attribute, sensitivity, and as a consequence survival, 

of offspring of one sex is more variable than that of the offspring of the other sex, it is a more 

straightforward pressure for sex ratio adjustment to evolve, compared to the case when the sex 

difference is in the future reproductive success of the offspring. 3) Male offspring in our study 

population were more sensitive to the quality of the environment they were raised in than 

female offspring, which was apparent in their developmental trajectory, however, not in their 

fledging morphology (Rosivall et al. 2010). I demonstrated that this sex-specific 

responsiveness of sons came with fitness consequences that are their survival, and thereby 
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lifespan and lifetime reproductive success were strongly compromised by poor conditions 

experienced during development. 3) Those variables that I found to be related to brood sex 

ratio in our study population are all likely to influence the quality of the rearing environment. 

Future studies should pay more attention to the possibility that the relationship 

between offspring sex ratio and paternal traits has been evolved because of direct benefits. It 

would be very important for the research field to explore the adaptive explanations behind and 

the fitness consequences of biased brood sex ratios in a number of species. This is because the 

studies that are available until today have focused on describing the sex ratio patterns only. 

Another important step would be to conduct meta-analyses on the relationship of brood sex 

ratio with other widely studies traits (such as maternal condition, timing of breeding), while 

controlling for data quality. One can see that the latter may overwhelmingly influence the 

conclusions. Knowledge of the mechanism of sex ratio adjustment is also essential in order to 

understand the evolution of the phenomenon, and it seems that the mechanism of chimeric 

embryos (Tagirov and Rutkowska 2013) is not a profitable research direction, instead, the 

mechanism of segregation distortion (Pike and Petrie 2003) should be revived. In the collared 

flycatcher particularly, what is missing is to find the link of the paternal traits with the quality 

of the rearing environment. The paternal traits were not related to feeding rate so the link 

should be searched elsewhere, perhaps in the exposure of the territory, which (through 

weather conditions) may influence the development of the offspring during the embryonic or 

the ectothermic nestling phase. Furthermore, the relationship between traits that found to play 

a role in sex ratio adjustment and fitness should be examined in females too. In addition, 

fitness of offspring from broods with biased sex ratio is needed to be traced to demonstrate 

the adaptive nature of non-randomly distributed brood sex ratios. 
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7. Summary 

In my thesis, I examined the adaptive value of sex ratio adjustment in a Hungarian population of a 

songbird, as well as in songbirds (Passeriformes) in general. Sex ratio adjustment is the 

phenomenon, when sex ratio of the offspring is not random, instead, depending on their own 

quality and the quality of their environment, the parents overproduce the sex, from which they 

benefit more in the evolutionary sense. Accordingly, sex ratio adjustment is expected, whenever 

parental and environmental quality influence the survival chance and/or future reproductive 

success of male and female offspring differently. Earlier studies on sex ratio adjustment usually 

considered only the morphological traits of the parents, but not their behavioural traits. However, 

the latter may also have sex-dependent fitness consequences, and therefore, may play a role in sex 

ratio adjustment. I could confirm this assumption, as in the collared flycatcher (Ficedula 

albicollis), I found that the sex ratio of the brood was related to the level of territorial aggression 

of the father (which it displayed during the courtship period): In the broods of more aggressive 

fathers, the sons, while in the broods of less aggressive fathers, the daughters were in majority. 

Given the direction of the revealed sex ratio pattern, I assumed that aggressive behaviour of the 

father is important for the study species because, through the quality of the rearing environment, it 

has sex-dependent influence on the survival chance of the offspring – and not because it has sex-

dependent influence on the future reproductive success of the offspring. My results partly support 

this assumption. I found that reproductive success of males in a given year was not predicted by 

the level of their aggression. Lifetime reproductive success of males, in turn, was strongly 

predicted by the quality of their rearing environment because the latter influenced the survival and 

thereby, the number of reproductive events of males. Lifetime reproductive success of females 

was not related to early environmental conditions. However, for their offspring, fathers provided a 

rearing environment of similar quality (at least, in terms of feeding activity) independent from 

their level of aggression so the role of paternal territorial aggression in sex ratio adjustment 

specifically has not been unravelled yet. In my meta-analysis on published results in songbirds, I 

found that brood sex ratios were generally related to the traits of the father. Specifically, to those 

traits of the father, which are determinants of success in mate choice and/or male-male 

competition. The relationship was not influenced by the frequency of extra-pair copulations in the 

given population that is the certainty of genetic relatedness between the father and the brood. This 

suggests that generally those traits of the father may be important in sex ratio adjustment that have 

sex-dependent influence on the fitness of offspring in a direct way. 
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8. Összefoglaló 

Dolgozatomban az ivararány manipuláció adaptív értékét vizsgáltam egy hazai énekesmadár 

populációban, illetve általánosságban az énekesmadaraknál (Passeriformes). Ivararány 

manipulációnak azt a jelenséget nevezzük, amikor az utódok ivararánya nem véletlenszerűen 

alakul ki, hanem a szülők saját minőségük és az aktuális környezeti feltételeik függvényében azt 

az ivart hozzák létre nagyobb arányban, amelyikből várhatóan, evolúciós értelemben, több 

nyereségük származik. Tehát az ivararány manipuláció megjelenése akkor várható, ha a szülői és 

környezeti minőség eltérően befolyásolja a hím és a nőstény ivarú utódok túlélési esélyét és/vagy 

jövőbeni szaporodási sikerét. Korábban a szülőknek rendszerint csak a morfológiai tulajdonságait 

vették figyelembe a jelenség vizsgálatakor, de a viselkedési tulajdonságaikat nem. Holott az 

utóbbiaknak is lehet ivarfüggő rátermettségre gyakorolt hatása, ezért azok is szerepet játszhatnak 

az utódok ivararányának manipulációjában. Ezt támogatják az eredményeim, ugyanis az örvös 

légykapónál (Ficedula albicollis) azt találtam, hogy a fészekalj ivararánya összefüggött az apa 

udvarlás alatt mutatott, territórium védő agressziójának mértékével: Az agresszívebb apák 

fészekaljában a tojó, a kevésbé agresszív apák fészekaljában a hím utódok voltak többségben. 

Tekintve a talált ivararány mintázat irányát, azt feltételeztem, hogy az apai agresszió azért fontos 

a vizsgált fajnál, mert a nevelő környezet minőségén keresztül, az utódok túlélési esélyét 

befolyásolja ivarfüggően – nem pedig azok jövőbeni szaporodási sikerét. Az eredményeim egy 

része összevág ezzel a feltételezéssel. Azt találtam, hogy a hímek adott évi szaporodási sikerét 

nem határozta meg, hogy milyen mértékű agressziót mutattak. A hímek élettartam alatti 

szaporodási sikerét viszont lényegesen meghatározta annak a környezetnek a minősége, amelyben 

felnevelkedtek, mégpedig a szaporodási események számán, tehát végeredményben, a túlélésen 

keresztül. A tojók élettartam alatti szaporodási sikere nem függött össze a nevelő környezet 

minőségével. Azonban az apák agressziójuk mértékétől függetlenül, hasonló nevelő környezet 

nyújtottak az utódaiknak, legalábbis az etetések számát illetően, ezért konkrétan az apai 

agressziónak az ivararány manipulációban betöltött szerepére nem sikerült egyelőre magyarázatot 

találni. Az énekesmadár fajokon végzett meta-analízisemben azt találtam, hogy a fészekaljak 

ivararánya általánosságban nem véletlenszerűen alakult az apa tulajdonságai függvényében. 

Egészen pontosan, az apa párválasztásban és/vagy hímek közötti versengésben meghatározó 

tulajdonságai azok, amelyek összefüggtek a fészekaljak ivararányával. Ezt az összefüggést nem 

befolyásolta, hogy az adott populációban milyen gyakoriak a félrelépések, azaz hogy az apa és a 

fészekalj genetikai rokonsága bizonyos-e. Ez arra enged következtetni, hogy általánosságban is 

azok az apai tulajdonságok lehetnek fontosak az ivararány manipulációban, amelyek közvetlenül 

befolyásolják ivarfüggően az utódok rátermettségét. 
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11. Appendices 

 

Appendix 1. Brood sex ratio in relation to the territorial aggression and morphology of the 

male parent, laying date and year in collared flycatchers, when males that did not attack and 

had a score of 301 seconds for attack latency were excluded (n = 24 broods). 

Variable df F P r 95% CI 

attack latency 1, 19.00 12.24 0.002 0.626 0.297−0.822 

tarsus length 1, 19.80 5.36 0.031 0.462 0.071−0.729 

laying date 1, 16.3 4.31 0.054 0.457 0.065−0.726 

wing patch size 1, 4.99 0.07 0.799 0.118 -0.300−0.496 

forehead patch size 1, 2.71 0.68 0.476 0.449 0.055−0.721 

age 1, 11.2 1.19 0.299 0.310 -0.107−0.634 

year 2, 4.41 0.26 0.780 0.236 -0.185−0.584 

 

Generalised linear mixed models with binomial error, logit link function and Satterthwaite's approximation of 

degrees of freedom. F- and p-values, as well as effect sizes (correlation coefficient Pearson’s r) with 95% 

confidence intervals are shown for each explanatory variable. Significant variables retained in the final model 

are indicated in bold. Values for non-significant variables are derived from models where these variables were 

re-entered to the final model one by one. 
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Appendix 2. Feeding rate (calculated per hour and per nestling) of male collared flycatchers 

in relation to their territorial aggression and morphology, and the morphology of their 

breeding partner, when males that did not attack and had a score of 301 seconds for attack 

latency were excluded (n = 39 broods). 

explanatory variables effect ± SE F (df) p 

year (reference 2013)  
3.802 (3, 35) 0.019 

2014 -1.011 ± 0.667 
  

2015 0.413 ± 0.608 
  

2016 -0.700 ± 0.598 
  

date 0.023 ± 0.051 0.201 (1, 34)  0.657 

attack latency 0.003 ± 0.261 1.0e-04 (1, 34) 0.993 

age (reference subadult) 
 

1.185 (1, 34) 0.284 

adult -0.403 ± 0.371 
  

tarsus length 0.019 ± 0.043 0.196 (1, 34) 0.661 

body condition 0.005 ± 0.027 0.033 (1, 34)  0.857 

wing patch size 0.001 ± 0.003 0.142 (1, 34) 0.709 

forehead patch size 3.2e-05 ± 1.2e-04 0.071 (1, 34) 0.792 

partner age (reference subadult) 
 

0.366 (1, 34) 0.549 

adult -0.212 ± 0.350 
  

partner tarsus length -0.017 ± 0.035 0.242 (1, 34) 0.626 

partner body condition 0.010 ± 0.031 0.094 (1, 34) 0.761 

partner wing patch size -0.002 ± 0.002 0.606 (1, 34) 0.442 

partner feeding rate 0.094 ± 0.138 0.460 (1, 34)  0.502 
 

Significant effects are indicated in bold. F- and p-values are derived from the final model containing year as 

fixed effect. 
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Appendix 3. Supported model set (within a ∆AIC ≤ 2) for each response variable that were 

considered in the study of the relationship between territorial aggression and fitness of males 

with AICc values, AICc differences and AICc weights. 

 

explanatory variables codes 

year Y 

test date TD 

laying date LD 

aggression AL 

age BA 

aggression X age AL X BA 

tarsus length TL 

body condition BC 

forehead patch size FPS 

wing patch size WPS 

breeding B 

 

response variable: pairing probability (binary) 

 (n = 295) 

   Models AICc dAICc weight 

BA+TD+T+WPS 398.99 0.00 0.24 

BA+TD+WPS 399.64 0.65 0.18 

BA+TD+T 400.04 1.05 0.14 

BA+TD+T+Y+WPS 400.25 1.26 0.13 

BA+TD+FPS+T+WPS 400.67 1.68 0.11 

BA+TD 400.73 1.74 0.10 

BA+TD+Y+WPS 400.77 1.78 0.10 
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response variable: pairing speed (continuous) 

 (n = 136) 

   Models AICc dAICc weight 

TD 858.48 0.00 0.21 

TD+T 859.08 0.60 0.16 

TD+FPS 859.30 0.82 0.14 

TD+FPS+T 859.78 1.31 0.11 

AL+TD 859.92 1.44 0.10 

BA+TD 860.13 1.65 0.09 

TD+WPS 860.21 1.73 0.09 

TD+Y 860.38 1.90 0.08 

 

response variable: probability of predation 

(binary) 

 (n = 136) 

   Models AICc dAICc weight 

BC+FPS+Y 149.97 0.00 0.14 

BC+FPS+LD+Y 150.10 0.13 0.13 

BC+Y 150.32 0.35 0.12 

Y 150.35 0.37 0.11 

FPS+Y 150.52 0.54 0.10 

FPS+LD+Y 150.55 0.57 0.10 

LD+Y 150.70 0.73 0.10 

BC+LD+Y 150.75 0.78 0.09 

BC+FPS+T+Y 150.79 1.82 0.06 

BC+FPS+Y+WPS 150.91 1.94 0.05 

 

response variable: number of fledglings 

(continuous) 

 (n = 101) 

   Models AICc dAICc weight 

BA+AL+LD+AL X BA 412.21 0.00 0.27 

LD 413.09 0.88 2.17 

FPS+LD 413.18 0.97 0.16 

BA+AL+FPS+LD+AL X BA 413.51 1.30 0.14 

AL+LD 413.57 1.36 0.14 

BA+AL+LD+Y+AL X BA 413.80 1.59 0.12 
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response variable: probability of having a recruit 

(binary) 

(n = 64) 

   Models AICc dAICc weight 

Y 64.60 0.00 0.17 

FPS+LD+Y 65.04 0.44 0.14 

FPS+Y 65.25 0.66 0.13 

AL+LD+Y 65.35 0.75 0.12 

AL+Y 65.54 0.94 0.11 

LD+Y 65.56 0.96 0.11 

T+Y 65.75 1.16 0.10 

AL+FPS+LD+Y 66.55 1.95 0.07 

AL+FPS+T+Y 66.59 1.99 0.06 

 

response variable: probability of survival to next-year 

(binary) 

(n = 260) 

   Models AICc dAICc weight 

BA+AL+BA X AL 334.77 0.00 0.27 

BA+AL+B+BA X AL 335.58 0.81 0.18 

BA+AL+TD+BA X AL 336.23 1.46 0.13 

BA+AL+BC+BA X AL 336.53 1.76 0.11 

BA+AL+Y+BA X AL 336.60 1.83 0.11 

BA+AL+TD+B+BA X AL 336.68 1.91 0.10 

BA+AL+FPS+BA X AL 336.70 1.93 0.10 
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Appendix 4. The relationship between territorial aggression and fitness indicators of male collared flycatchers when controlling for their morphology, year and 

date, when males that did not attack and had a score of 301 seconds for attack latency were excluded. 

  response variables 

  pairing probability pairing speed probability of predation 

 

(n = 266) (n = 121) (n = 121) 

 
   

 
   

 
   

 explanatory variables 
  

 
   

 
   

 

 

Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. 

year − − − − 0.075 -0.162 0.312 0.07 0.099 -0.016 0.215 0.76 

test date -0.107 -0.168 -0.005 1.00*** -0.251 -0.497 -0.004 0.93* NA NA NA NA 

laying date NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.017 0.005 0.030 1.00** 

aggression -0.143 -0.562 0.277 0.11 -0.557 -2.174 1.061 0.15 − − − − 

age 0.400 -0.127 0.927 0.54 − − − − -0.330 -1.253 0.594 0.10 

aggression X age − − − − − − − − − − − − 

tarsus length 0.041 -0.978 0.091 0.63 -0.150 -0.362 0.061  0.41 − − − − 

body condition -0.011 -0.059 0.037 0.05 − − − − -0.050 -0.134 0.034 0.26 

forehead patch size − − − − > -0.001 -0.001 < 0.001 0.22 < 0.001 > -0.001 < 0.001 0.35 

wing patch size 0.003 > -0.001 0.007 0.75 0.004 -0.012 0.020 0.14 − − − − 

breeding NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Sample sizes concern the number of individual males. Model-averaged coefficients (Coeff.) with confidence intervals (CLL = confidence interval lower limit and CIU = confidence interval 

upper limit) and relative importance (Imp.) of the explanatory variables across the supported models (within a ∆AIC ≤ 2) are  shown. (The supported model set for all the six response variables 

can be seen in Appendix 3.) "NA" indicates that the respective explanatory variable was not applicable for the given response variable, "−" indicates that the respective explanatory variable 

was not present in the supported model set. Significant effects are indicated in bold, *** indicates p ≤ 0.001, ** indicates p ≤ 0.01, * indicates p ≤ 0.05.  
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Appendix 5. The relationship between territorial aggression and fitness indicators of male collared flycatchers when controlling for their morphology, year and 

date, when males that did not attack and had a score of 301 seconds for attack latency were excluded. 

  response variables 

  number of fledglings probability of a recruit probability of survival 

 

(n = 94) (n = 59) (n = 237) 

 
   

 
   

 
   

 explanatory variables 
  

 
   

 
   

 

 

Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. Coeff. CIL CIU Imp. 

year − − − − -0.116 -0.216 -1.566 1.00* − − − − 

test date NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA − − − − 

laying date -0.017 -0.028 -0.006 1.00** − − − − NA NA NA NA 

aggression -0.256 -0.891 0.378 0.14 -0.310 -0.913 0.293 0.15 -0.506 -1.530 0.518 0.44 

age  0.447 -0.388 1.282 0.18 − − − − 0.164 -0.409 0.738 0.33 

aggression X age − − − − − − − − 1.157 0.145 2.169 0.33* 

tarsus length 0.032 -0.054 0.117 0.13 0.031 -0.050 0.112 0.25 -0.009 -0.063 0.045 0.11 

body condition -0.022 -0.090 0.047 0.12 − − − − − − − − 

forehead patch size > -0.001 > -0.001 < 0.001 0.13 > -0.001 -0.001 < 0.001 0.45 − − − − 

wing patch size − − − − − − − − − − − − 

breeding NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.264 -0.289 0.816 0.28 

Sample sizes concern the number of individual males. Model-averaged coefficients (Coeff.) with confidence intervals (CLL = confidence interval lower limit and CIU = confidence interval 

upper limit) and relative importance (Imp.) of the explanatory variables across the supported models (within a ∆AIC ≤ 2) are shown. (The supported model set for all the six response variables 

can be seen in Appendix 3.) "NA" indicates that the respective explanatory variable was not applicable for the given response variable, "−" indicates that the respective explanatory variable 

was not present in the supported model set. Significant effects are indicated in bold, *** indicates p ≤ 0.001, ** indicates p ≤ 0.01, * indicates p ≤ 0.05.  
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Appendix 6. Studies that were included in the meta-analyses with the proportion of extra-pair young in the given population (EPY %) and the categorisation of 

the extracted effect sizes. 

Sex ratio study Sex ratio data Population Male trait Category EPY % 

Bonderud et al. 2016 secondary Sialia currucoides (USA) 

rump colour PC in after-second-year males*** Meaningful 

Not available rump colour PC in second-year males*** Meaningful 

tail colour PC Other‡ 

Bowers et al. 2013 primary Ficedula albicollis (Czech Republic) 
forehead patch size Meaningful 

25.5** 
wing patch size Meaningful 

Bradbury et al. 1997 secondary Sturnus vulgaris (UK) size PC Other‡ Not available 

Delhey et al. 2007 primary Cyanistes caeruleus (Austria) 

body mass Other‡ 

15 

crown Brightness Other† 

crown Chroma in adults*** Meaningful 

crown Chroma in juveniles*** Meaningful 

crown Hue in adults*** Meaningful 

crown Hue in juveniles*** Meaningful 

crown UV Chroma in adults Meaningful 

crown UV Chroma in juveniles Meaningful 

tarsus length Meaningful 

Dreiss et al. 2006* primary Cyanistes caeruleus (France) strophe bout length Meaningful 13.8 

Delmore et al. 2008 primary Tachycineta bicolor (Canada) 

body mass Other‡ 

48 
mite infestation Other‡ 

tarsus length Other‡ 

wing length Other‡ 

Dietrich-Bischoff et al. 2006 secondary Parus ater (Germany) 

bib saturation Other‡ 

31.4 

bib size Other‡ 

body mass Other‡ 

tarsus length Other‡ 

wing length Other‡ 

Dowling & Mulder 2006 primary Petroica goodenovii (Australia) 

body condition*** Meaningful 

23 breast patch length*** Other† 

forehead cap length*** Other† 

Ellegren & Gustafsson 1996 primary Ficedula albicollis (Sweden) 
forehead patch size Meaningful 

15.5 
tarsus length Other† 

Ferree 2007 primary Junco hyemalis (USA) 
tail white in control broods*** Meaningful 

Not available*** 
wing length in control broods*** Meaningful 

Green 2002 primary Acanthiza pusilla (Australia) size PC Meaningful 6.2 
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Griffith et al. 2003 primary Cyanistes caeruleus (Sweden) 

crown Brightness Other† 

8.2 
crown UV Chroma in 1998 Meaningful 

crown UV Chroma in 1999 Meaningful 

crown UV Chroma in 2000 Meaningful 

Hjernquist et al. 2009 primary Ficedula albicollis (Sweden) 
body condition Other‡  

15.5 
forehead patch size Meaningful 

Korsten et al. 2006 primary Cyanistes caeruleus (Netherlands) 

crown pre-treatment Brightness Other† 

12.8 
crown pre-treatment Hue Meaningful 

crown pre-treatment UV Chroma in 2002 in the control group*** Meaningful 

crown pre-treatment UV Chroma in 2003 in the control group Meaningful 

Kölliker et al. 1999 primary Parus major (Switzerland) 
breast patch size Meaningful 

Not available 
tarsus length Meaningful 

Lee & Hatchwell 2011 secondary Paradoxornis webbianus (UK) tarsus length Other‡ 7.7 

Leech et al. 2001 primary Cyanistes caeruleus (UK) 

body mass Other‡ 

11.7 
mite infestation Other‡ 

tarsus length Meaningful 

wing length Other‡ 

Lessells et al. 1996 primary Parus major (Netherlands) 
body mass Other† 

Not available 
wing length Other† 

Lu et al. 2013 primary Montifringilla taczanowskii (China) 

body mass*** Other‡ 

Not available size PC in large females*** Other‡ 

size PC in small females*** Other‡ 

Magrath et al. 2002 primary Petrochelidon ariel (Australia) 
body condition Other‡ 

14 
tarsus length Meaningful 

Moreno-Rueda et al. 2014 
secondary 

Lanius meridionalis (Spain) 

body mass Other‡ 

Not available tarsus length Other‡ 

primary wing length Other‡ 

Neto et al. 2011 secondary Locustella luscinoides (Portugal) size PC Meaningful 4.1 

Perlut et al. 2014 primary Passerculus sandwichensis (USA) 

bill length Other‡ 

42.9*** 
body mass Other‡ 

tarsus length Other‡ 

wing length Other‡ 

Poláková et al. 2012* primary Carpodacus erythrinus (Czech Republic) ornament Lightness (i.e. Brightness) Meaningful 17.5** 

Potvin & MacDougall-Shackleton 2010 primary Melospiza melodia (Canada) song repertoire size at early stage Meaningful Not available 

Questiau et al. 2000 secondary Luscinia svecica (France) 
throat patch size Other‡  

41.9 
wing length Other‡  

Ramsay et al. 2003 primary Poecile atricapilla (Canada) dominance rank Meaningful 10.8 
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Romano et al. 2015 primary Hirundo rustica (Italy) 
tail length Meaningful 

28.5 
ventral colouration Other‡ 

Rosivall et al. 2004 primary Ficedula albicollis (Hungary) 

forehead patch size Meaningful 

20.6 tarsus length Other‡ 

wing patch size Meaningful 

Stauss et al. 2005 secondary 
Parus major (Germany) body condition Other† 

Not available 
Cyanistes caeruleus (Germany) body condition Meaningful 

Suorsa et al. 2003 primary Certhia familiaris (Finland) tarsus length in first broods Other‡ Not available 

Szász et al. 2014 primary Ficedula albicollis (Hungary) 

attack latency Meaningful 

20.6 
forehead patch size Meaningful 

tarsus length Other† 

wing patch size Meaningful 

Taff et al. 2011 secondary Geothlypis trichas (USA) 

bib Carotenoid Chroma in experienced males*** Meaningful 

17 

bib Carotenoid Chroma in inexperienced males*** Meaningful 

bib size in experienced males*** Meaningful 

bib size in inexperienced males*** Meaningful 

bib UV Brightness in experienced males*** Meaningful 

bib UV Brightness in inexperienced males*** Meaningful 

bib Yellow Brightness in experienced males*** Other† 

bib Yellow Brightness in inexperienced males*** Other† 

body mass in experienced males*** Other‡ 

body mass in inexperienced males*** Other‡ 

mask size in experienced males*** Other† 

mask size in inexperienced males*** Other† 

tarsus length in experienced males*** Other‡ 

tarsus length in inexperienced males*** Other‡ 

Yamaguchi et al. 2004 primary Parus varius (Japan) 

breast patch size Other† 

0 forehead area size Other† 

tarsus length Meaningful 

Zielinska et al. 2010 primary Delichon urbicum (Poland) 

body condition Other‡ 

Not available 
rump patch length Other‡ 

rump patch colouration Other‡ 

wing length Other‡ 

*Test statistics were only reported for a single significant term. Exclusion of the study did not change the results. **Averaged value from two published data. ***Additional data or 

information from the authors of the sex ratio adjustment paper was used. †Intra- or intersexual role of the respective trait has been examined, but has not been confirmed. ‡Study about the 

intra- or intersexual role of the respective trait has not been found. 
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Appendix 7. Consensus tree of the species and populations that were included in the meta-

analyses. 
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Appendix 8. The effect of moderator variables on the relationship between male traits and brood sex ratio, when only data for primary brood sex ratio 

is considered. Bayesian meta-analytical models with the corresponding Deviance Information Criterion values and the significance of the moderators 

are shown. 

 

EPY DATA ALL DATA 

Random effects Moderator variables DIC pMCMC Moderator variables DIC pMCMC 

– – –136.240 – – –160.867 – 

Phylogeny + Species ID + Study ID 

– –150.494 – – –196.432 – 

EPY % –149.576 0.707 – – – 

Male trait category –169.778 0.003 Male trait category –218.194 0.007 

EPY % 
–169.434 

0.919 

– – – 

Male trait category 0.007 

EPY % 

–166.412 

0.903 

Male trait category 0.057 

EPY % X Male trait category 0.489 
 

EPY % = Proportion of extra-pair young among all young in the given population. Male trait category = "Meaningful"/"Other" (i.e. role in sexual selection demonstrated or not). DIC 

and pMCMC values are means from three MCMC chains. 
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